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Introduction
This report is a self-study of the UNK Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP),
developed to inform an Administrative Program Review of the office that will be
conducted in the 2006-2007 Academic year.
The UNK Office of Sponsored Programs was created in 1993 to support and
manage the development of extramural grants and contracts. This service endures
as the primary activity of the office, with staff providing resources to UNK
faculty and staff who are developing proposals and ensuring that uni versity
interests are protected throughout the process. Extramural funding supports the
research, service, and educational functions of the institution.
In 2002, OSP began a second major function in support of undergraduate
research. Student scholarly activity has become an integral part of UNK' s
educational environment. OSP provides both strategic and administrative support
in several areas, principally the Summer Student Research Program.
This report is organized into two sections. The first deals with extramural
funding, and the second deals with undergraduate research . In some cases, the
formats vary because the prescribed sections do not apply. For example, the
undergraduate research function does not have a mission statement, and the
staffing is the same for both functions so it is not repeated in the undergraduate
research section.
The staff of OSP welcomes questions and analysis from a broad range of
perspectives, and hopes that this report provides a sound basis for understanding
and reflection on the Office and its activities.
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Section One: Extramural Funding
Mission

Mission Statement
The Mission of the Office of Sponsored Programs is to support faculty and
staff in the pursuit of extramural funding .
Long range goals
The long range goal of OSP is to help UNK reach the mid-point of our peer
institutions in terms of extramural funding. An initial benchmark, set in 2000,
was to receive $3 million in an academic year. This was reached in 2005 , and
the goal was reset to $5 million. These benchmarks have no specific meaning,
but are intended to identify qualitative steps forward.
Process for re-evaluating mission and goals
OSP does not have a formal process for re-evaluating goals. With the longterm goal of reaching the mid-point of our peer institutions, the de facto
process is to set a new target when peer institution data is collected as part of
five year self-studies. Goals are also discussed periodically with the Dean of
Graduate Studies & Research.
In 2004, the staff undertook a strategic planning process to identify goals and
the vectors by which we achieve them. This document is attached as
Appendix Three, page 38 .

It should be noted that OSP ' s mission and goals evolve with the campus
context for scholarly activity. As faculty research activity ebbs and flows , so
changes the environment for OSP services.
Need and demand for services
Extramural funding is intertwined with the operation of UNK. Although it is
not an intended outcome like education, research, and service, it is often a
vital internal process for those outcomes. That is, to improve the university ' s
educational activity, conduct research and scholarly projects, or serve the
surrounding community, extramural funding is necessary. Where extramural
funding is not necessary, it could often improve or extend the particular
activities.
The importance of extramural funding can be seen in the Strategic Planning
Framework adopted by the University of Nebraska Board of Regents
(Appendix One, page 19). Goal number four-research and scholarly
activity- includes as its first objective " Increase external support for research
and scholarly activity." Goal number six-to be cost effective and
accountable- includes as a third objective "maximize and leverage non-state
support."
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Likewise, the UNK Draft Strategic Plan (#11) (Appendix Two, page 23)
includes as one of the envisioned outcomes "more extensive financial support
from external sources" (Strategic Plan Page 5). Objective three of the
Learning Goal-programs of national distinction-indicates the need to "help
programs obtain external support designed to enhance quality and achieve
distinction" (Strategic Plan Page 6). Objective seven-renewal of the
academic infrastructure-states the need to "expand external funding for
UNK's academic infrastructure renewal strategy" (Strategic Plan Page 7).
The second goal of UNK ' s plan addresses scholarship, under which the
second objective is to increase the amount and variety of scholarship. The
second bullet targets the increase ofresources supporting scholarship
"especially through (1) external funding from government agencies ... "
(Strategic Plan Page 8). Objective three of the second goal specifically targets
"enhanced proposal preparation, grant processing, and grant management
support ... " (Strategic Plan Page 8). The organizational development goal
includes an objective to broaden UNK's financial resource base. The first
point under this objective is to "increase total sponsored awards for
instruction, research, and public service from all federal agencies" (Strategic
Plan Page 13).
The NU and UNK strategic documents clearly establish the institutional need
for extramural funding support. As with most public universities, the share of
state support for UNK is declining and the development of the institution
depends on increased external funding. As the UNK strategic plan moves
through adoption and into implementation, it will send signals to
administration and faculty about the importance of extramural funding.
The demand for OSP to support extramural funding activities can best be
gauged by the number of proposals submitted on an annual basis. Chart 1
indicates the annual number of proposals since 1999. This chart reflects a
drop off in proposal submissions following the 200 I fiscal year.
Chart 1: UNK Extramural Funding Proposals 1999-2006.
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Organizational Structure
The Office of Sponsored Programs is part of the Office of Graduate
Studies & Research , reporting to the Dean of Graduate Studies &
Research . OSP employs two full-time professionals (a director and an
assistant director), a half-time secretary, and a student worker.
The staff operates in a flexible horizontal team organization, with some
specialization but significant overlap in knowledge and capabilities.
Particular assignments vary between projects, and routine tasks are
handled by whomeve r can accomplish the job quickest and with the least
disruption. Staff roles are described on page 5.

Policies and Practices
Specific extramural grant and contract policies for UNK are posted on the
institution ' s web site under Office of Sponsored Programs and Grants
Accounting. Broadly, UNK employee s are required to obtain internal
approval before submitting a proposal to an extramural agency. This
process ensures that the proposed activities and requested support are
consisten t with applicable law, institutional policy, and campus interests.
OSP enforces these policies through the internal approval process to
protect the university and the principal investigators, but by practice staff
seek to work flexibly with faculty and staff to minimize their burden and
to submit the best possible proposals within the time available.
When grants and contracts are awarded to UNK, principal investigators
(Pis) must complete a set of Work Break-do wn Structure (WBS) forms to
establish their project accounts and circulate them with a copy of the
award letter or contract. If the Pl has limited grant managem ent
experience, OSP arranges a meeting with the PI, the grants accountan t,
and OSP staff to facilitate smooth transition from pre-award to post-award
and to ensure mutual understanding of the roles of each party. Principal
Investigators have overall responsibility for project managem ent,
implementation, and reporting . Grants accountin g provides billing and
financial reporting support, and OSP provides non -financial guidance as
requested.
OSP retains grant files for five years after rejection or project completion.
Each grant file contains the internal approval form , proposal, and related
correspondence. Selected files are retained indefinitely at the director' s
discretion as part of a proposal library . OSP also maintains Disclosur e of
Interest forms , as required by the Board of Regents, in a locked file in the
director' s office.
The authorized signatory for proposals , awards, and contracts is the Vice
Chancello r for Business & Finance. For electronically submitted
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proposals, the Directo r of the Office of Sponsored Program s is authorized
to sign submissions, provided the proposal has received internal approval.
In the absence of the Director, the Assistant Director is authorized to sign
internal approval forms and electronic submissions on a case by case
basis.
The OSP secretary has developed and maintains an operati on manual that
describes where information is located within the office, how
administrative functions are performed, and what tasks need to be
performed in relation to regular projects.
OSP provide s information, training , and support to faculty and staff in a
variety of ways, which are listed under services offered (below). By
practice, we seek to respond to any need identified by grantwriters.

Involvement of constituencies in decision-making process es
Strategic decision-making regarding UNK ' s research enterpr ise happens at
administrative levels above OSP.
Faculty and staff are consulted informally by OSP staff regarding services
offered , but not in regard to administrative policy.

Staff
Director: John Falconer has been Director of OSP since June 1999. He
has primary responsibility for reviewing grant proposals, coordinating
services, overseeing the SSRP, and managing the office.
Assista nt Director: Dianne Holcomb has been with OSP since August
2002. She manages the Summe r Student Research Program activities,
provides training and support for funding databases and electronic
proposal system s, and conduc ts technical reviews of proposa ls (to ensure
adheren ce to guidelines).
Secretary: Billy Rayburn has been with UNK since 1993, and OSP since
June 1999. She manages paperwork flow; maintains files and records ; and
perform s administrative functions such as purchasing, hiring, and travel
arrangements.
Studen t Worker: Josh Dethlefsen has been employ ed with OSP since May
2005. He performs reception functions, provides web and other technical
support, and conduc ts special projects as assigned.

Evaluation ofphysica l facilities and equipment
OSP occupies three offices on the second floor of Founde rs Hall , the
primary administrative building at UNK. Holcom b and Falcone r each
have standard faculty-size offices, joined by a double size office where
Rayburn and Dethlefsen work. In the latter are office files and supplies.
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Each OSP employee has a Dell PC computer not more than 3 years old.
The office shares a networked color laser printer. OSP shares with several
other administrative offices a high-quality photocopier with sorting and
stapling capability. OSP no longer has its own work area for proposal
assembly, but such space is available nearby (and is less important with
the advent of electronic proposal submission).

Departmental expenditures
OSP has a state budget of$168 ,000 to support personnel. (The last of the
operating budget was removed in FY 06 as part of budget reductions.)
The state budget includes over $20,000 in faculty and student salary that is
currently directed to the SSRP.
OSP receives a portion of recovered indirect costs (see below for
distribution policy). In Fiscal Year 07, the OSP share was $73 ,000. The
majority of these funds support expenses related to grant development,
such as faculty and staff travel , workshop registration , and matching
funds. They also pay for the institution ' s lobbyist, a campus-wide
subscription to a funding database, an internal collaborative grants
program, and OSP office expenses.
UNK policy directs that $20,000 of recovered indirect costs is applied to
the institutional budget. This amount is taken on a pro rata basis from
each grant that carries indirect costs. The remainder of indirect costs from
each grant is split evenly between the cognizant dean and OSP .

Effectiveness

Services offered
OSP offers a range of services to support faculty and staff in the pursuit of
extramural funding. Some resources are organized, but much of our work
is delivered one-on-one in response to the immediate needs of individuals.
Organized outreach includes:
• Packets delivered to new employees containing information on
resources and policies related to external funding .
•

Monthly brown bag lunches on various topics related to
extramural funding , grantwriting, and project management.

•

Workshops on grantwriting are offered 1-2 times a year.

•

OSP provides partial funding to support faculty and staff travel
related to extramural funding.

•

OSP works one-on-one with grantwriters to plan and write
proposals, communicate with funders, and publicize funding
awards.
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•

OSP developed and conducted a conference on Research at
Predominately Undergraduate Institutions in September, 2005 .
The purpose of the conference was to create a forum for faculty
to explore the values, methods, barriers, and solutions related
to scholarly activity at non-research institutions. Seventy-five
people from ten institutions in the region attended .

OSP is involved in some campus functions related to the research
enterprise, which provide opportunity for maintaining current knowledge
of scholarly activities not connected to grants and contracts. For example,
Falconer typically chairs the internal grant committee meetings (Research
Services Council and Undergraduate Research Council). He also serves
ex officio on the Institutional Review Board, and has led the process of
subscribing to the CITJ human subjects research training program.
Falconer also serves on the University of Nebraska Federal Liaison Team,
which is a University system-wide group that works to develop federal
earmark grants. OSP pays UNK' s share of the lobbyist' s retainer
($8,200), and also spends significant personnel time as well as travel funds
in the pursuit of congressionally directed grants. This investment has paid
off with over $3 million in grants over the past 5 years. There are
challenges in the operation--external as well as internal-that if addressed
could result in more consistent success.
Part of the strategic evolution of extramural funding could also encompass
other institutional funding opportunities, such as the Nebraska Research
Initiative, University of Nebraska Foundation grants, Kiewit Foundation
funding , and NU priority program funding. Alignment of institutional
priorities with these major annual funding opportunities could result in
significant research infrastructure development at UNK.

Changes since previous APR
The 2002 APR identified four primary issues for attention. Two of these
were within control of OSP and have been addressed, including creation of
scholarly interest profiles and an improved relationship with finance (post
award grants accounting).
Scholarly Interest Profiles were suggested as a means to track faculty and
staff interests in extramural funding. These simple records would create a
durable reference that could be used to search for grants and contracts.
OSP addressed this through the Community of Science grant alert service,
which sends funding notices to subscribers. OSP' s assistant director
conducts workshops and one-on-one support to help faculty set up alerts
with relevant key-words, which result in weekly emails containing funding
summaries. In Fall 2006, OSP switched from Community of Science to
IRIS as the institutional funding database, which provides similar services
at a substantial cost savings. It will take some time to re-establish faculty
profiles in the new database.
9
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In the 2002 review, some individuals indicated to the reviewers that they
had confusion about the separation of duties and relationship between OSP
and grants accounting, which is located in the finance office. This was
addressed by providing additional information on both offices' web sites,
conducting annual joint training sessions for Principal Investigators, and
offering project set-up meetings for new grantees with OSP and grants
accounting personnel.

Professional Development
Falconer and Holcomb are both members of the National Council of
University Research Administrators (NCURA), which is the professional
organization for sponsored programs staff. They typically attend regional
meetings, periodically attend national meetings, and participate in
educational programs as appropriate. Rayburn participates in training and
educational programs on campus as appropriate.
Falconer and Holcomb also interact regularly with counterparts at the
University of Nebraska at Omaha and the University of Nebraska Lincoln. Colleagues at those two institutions are invaluable sources of
information and support.
UNK is also a member of the Federal Demonstration Partnership (FOP),
as part of the NU system. The FOP is an organization that works to
reduce the administrative burden of federal research funding, and is a rich
resource of information and experience in research administration. FOP
meets three times a year. Falconer attends 1-2 times per year, as does Dr.
Julie Shaffer (UNK Biology) who is the NU system faculty representative
to FOP.

Diversity and Gender Equity
OSP has had very stable staffing in the past five years, comprised of two
women and one man (all Caucasian). Student employees, who turn over
every two to three years, have included one woman and three men; one of
whom was Native American, one Japanese, and two Caucasians.
By policy and practice OSP seeks to welcome, interact with, and serve all
individuals without regard to race, religion, ethnicity, or national origin.

Application and Award Data
OSP tracks data on several indicators related to extramural funding .
Quarterly reports are provided to the Deans Council updating them on
office activities and year to date indicators. The FY 2007 First Quarter
Report is attached in Appendix Five (page 45) as an example.
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Chart 2 (below) shows the annual total extramural funding for each of the
past five years. This pattern reflects growth, but progress has been
irregular.
Chart 2: UNK Extramural Funding 1999-2006
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Another important indicator is how UNK performs in comparison to its peer
institution group. Because the size of institution varies, the chart below
reflects the number of dollars awarded to an institution divided by the number
of tenured and tenure-track faculty. No data was received from Northern
Michigan University. The analysis places UNK 7 th out of 9 reporting
institutions.
Chart 3: UNK Peer Institution Extramural Funding per Tenured and TenureTrack Faculty Member
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Chart 4 indicates the pattern of growth in recovered indirect costs. This
measure is important because it shows the impact of a consistent OSP effort to
include indirect costs in grant budgets, which represent a reinvestment in the
research enterprise at the institution. Growth is also an outcome of an
increasing number of large grants; particularly Congressional earmarks.
Chart 4: UNK Extramural Funding and Recovered Indirect Costs 1998-2006
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The Future

Proposed strengthening ofprograms
OSP appears reasonably well configured for the current level of extramural
funding activity. While the data indicate a decline in proposals from a peak in
Fiscal Year 200 I, OSP staff envision a future where we reach the mid-point of
our peer group in extramural funding. This would mean a quintupling of
awarded funds. To achieve this, UNK would need a campus-wide strategy
that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes scholarly activity and extramural funding in faculty and staff
position descriptions as appropriate;
Transparently includes success in extramural funding as part of rank and
tenure decisions;
Encourages participation in professional development activities related to
extramural funding;
Increases institutional support for grantwriting and scholarly activity;
Recognizes success in winning extramural funding;
Considers and organizes strategic interests in institutional funding
opportunities; and
Strategically pursues grants from private funders.
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OSP exists to serve the needs of the faculty and the goals of the
administration. Each of the items listed above can bring with it a sacrifice for
the institution, so it is not assumed that the status quo is not acceptable.
Administratively, the development and adoption of a Research Compliance
Plan continues to be a priority for OSP.

I
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Section Two: Undergraduate Research
Mission
OSP ' s second functional area is support for student research . This primarily
involves conducting the Summer Student Research Program, but there are
other related activities described below under " Services Offered." Student
research-including creative and other scholarly activity- is an increasingly
important component of the undergraduate educational experience. Such out
of class experiences give students direct experience in applying the skills and
knowledge learned in the classroom, provide opportunities to improve written
and oral communication, strengthen interaction with faculty, and increase
engagement (ownership) in the educational process.

Mission Statement
There is not a mission statement for OSP ' s involvement in undergraduate
research. We became involved because it offered a connection to faculty
scholars, and have remained involved because of growing expertise.
Informally, it is our mission to create campus level opportunities for students
to engage in original scholarly activity, while also fostering a learning
environment that embodies the values of liberal education.
Long Range Goals
Likewise, goals have not been established for OSP ' s involvement in
undergraduate research. We aim to continue extending appropriate scholarly
opportunities to new departments, and increasing public understanding of the
undergraduate experience at UNK.
Need and Demand for Services
The University of Nebraska Strategic Planning Framework (Appendix One,
page 19) includes under the fourth goal-excellence in research and scholarly
activity- the objective of increasing "undergraduate and graduate student
participation in research and its application ." The UNK Draft Strategic Plan
(Appendix Two, Page 23) includes numerous references to student research,
including:
•
•
•

" ... plentiful opportunities for students to engage in research with their
professors" (Strat. Plan Page 2, attributes)
" Strengthen experiential learning opportunities" (Strat. Plan Page 6,
Objective 4, bullet 5)
" Promote and encourage undergraduate and graduate student research and
creative activity across all disciplines." (Strat. Plan Page 8, Objective 4)

While a wide variety of independent research opportunities exist within
colleges, departments, and with individual faculty members, OSP (as part of
the Office of Graduate Studies & Research) works to provide campus level
opportunities.
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Organizational Structure
OSP personnel staff the SSRP, and report to the Dean of Graduate Studies
& Research. The program is populated by teams of students and faculty
members, with students conducting the research under the guidance and
supervision of their faculty mentor. Mentors hold responsibility for
determining appropriateness of project design, the progress of work, and
acceptability of the products. OSP organizes collective activities and
manages administrative issues.
Policies and Practices
The SSRP creates a diverse community of student scholars each summer.
Students, in partnership with facu lty mentors, apply to the program in
November and are notified of acceptance or declination in December.
Selection criteria include strength of project concept, commitment of
student and mentor to the program, and assessment of the student' s ability
to complete the project successfully.
To be eligible, the student must be enrolled full-time at UNK, have a
summer schedule that will allow participation in the program, and not
graduate before the subsequent December. Students and mentors sign
contracts to document their obligations to the program (attached in
Appendix Seven, Page 52).

Decisionmaking
The policy environment for SSRP can at times be complex because there
is a natural tension between individual researchers (or mentors) seeking
wide latitude and the program staff seeking a consistent environment
directed at collective outcomes. Staff work to articulate clearly the
program goals to the campus and applicants to build common
understanding, including a meeting with departmental secretaries to
discuss hiring and purchasing procedures for students in the program.
The program has a history of ongoing evolution, with annual changes
instituted to improve the student experience. Feedback driving these
changes comes from two sources. First, an exit survey of students is
conducted each year to collect data on their experience and outcomes
(results can be found in the 2006 SSPR Assessment in Appendix Eight,
Page 54). Second, mentors are invited to provide comments and
suggestions at the conclusion of the program each year.

Departmental Expenditures
OSP has a state priority program budget of $153,000 to support the SSRP.
Eighty percent or more of this goes to faculty and student stipends.
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Effectiveness

Programs and services offered
OSP conducts the Summer Student Research Program (SSRP), which
began in 2002 with a grant from the NCUR/Lancy program to create a
multi-disciplinary summer undergraduate research program. Because OSP
wrote the proposal , and the logical location for the program was the Office
of Graduate Studies & Research, OSP inherited responsibility for the
program.
Each summer, SSRP creates a community of student scholars who work
under the guidance of faculty mentors. Unlike recipients of individual
research grants, these students are expected to participate in collective
activities and learn about each other' s research while conducting their own
projects. The program is open to students in all academic disciplines.
Weekly meetings are organized on topics of general relevance to research
and inquiry. In 2006, these included research ethics, a tour of the Museum
of Nebraska Art, a discussion of the evolution of academic disciplines and
their interrelations, a seminar on preparing research posters, a tour of a
biology lab, and a session where students created their own sculptures.
The objective of the collective activities is to reinforce the value of general
education while creating a network of colleagues who support and
challenge each other.
Students are paid $2500 each, and mentors are paid $1500 ($2500 if they
mentor two students in the program). Each student also has access to an
operating budget of $250.
At the conclusion of the summer, students disseminate their work in three
ways: research poster, paper report, and oral presentation. The poster and
oral presentation are given in an annual Fall Symposium to which the
campus and broader community are invited. Students also present their
work at UNK' s Student Research Day, and at NCUR or other appropriate
academic conferences.
OSP is also involved in undergraduate research in other ways:
• Falconer typically runs the meetings of the Undergraduate
Research Council (an internal grant program for students);
• OSP publishes the Undergraduate Research Journal; and
• OSP recruits speakers for Student Research Day.

Professional Development
The primary resource for information, experience, and consultation in
student research comes through the Council on Undergraduate Research
(CUR). UNK is an institutional member of CUR, has two people who are
councilors, and has 7 departmental liaisons that share CUR resources with
16
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their colleagues. UNK has also sent two teams to CUR workshops in
improving campus support for undergraduate research.

Diversity and Gender Equity
By policy and practice the SSRP seeks to include students from all
disciplines in the program regardless of gender, race, or national origin.
Of the I 07 students who have been in the program, 57% were female.
Assessment ofStudent Achievement
An exit survey of students is conducted each year after the Fall
Symposium. A copy of the 2006 assessment is included in Appendix
Eight, page 54). Reports consistently indicate that program goals are
being achieved, including:
•
•
•
•

Students take control of their learning experience;
Students apply knowledge from coursework in their major and
general studies;
Students improve their skills in critical thinking, writing, and oral
presentation; and
Students become more comfortable interacting with faculty.

Post-graduation tracking of students is incomplete, but inquiries with their
faculty indicate that a majority go on to graduate or professional school.
The impact of the various student research programs offered at UNK can
be seen in data from the National Survey of Student Engagement:
Percentage of seniors who report having worked on a research
project with a faculty member outside of course or program
requirements:
UNK :
Top institutions of our type:
UNK's recruiting competition:
UNK's athletic competition:

22%
20%
18%
17%

Future
The SSRP model is strong, and assessments indicate the program is
achieving its goals. The primary area for development is continued
refinement of the weekly meetings (page 16) to ensure that they are
valuable to the students, and engagement of more departments over time.
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NeOiasKa
INVESTING IN NEBRASKA'S FUTURE
Strategic Planning Framework -Accountability Measures
An Implementation Tool
for the Board of Regents and University Leadership
2005-2008

The University of Nebraska is a four-campus, public university which was created
and exists today to serve Nebraskans through quality teaching, research, and
outreach and engagement. The future of the State of Nebraska is closely tied to
that of its only public university, and this framework will guide university-wide
and campus planning to help build and sustain a Nebraska that offers its citizens
educational and economic opportunity and a high quality of life.
The framework consists of six overarching goals emphasizing access and
affordability, quality programs, workforce and economic development, research
growth, engagement with the state, and accountability. Each goal has a number of
related objectives which will be prioritized, and strategies and accountability
measures will be developed for Board and university-wide monitoring over a
multi-year period.
The university's efforts will not be limited to these priorities, as we expect to be
able to measure progress in other areas given the interrelatedness of the objectives,
other priorities of the Board and the President, and the mature and/or ongoing
strategic planning efforts of the four campuses. Each campus has established a set
of quality indicators with metrics that provide a means to evaluate achievement
and momentum related to many of these objectives. Additional indicators will be
developed to address each objective consistent with campus missions.
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1. The University of Nebraska will provide the opportunity for Nebraskans to
enjoy a better life through access to high quality, affordable undergraduate,
graduate and professional education.
a. Maintain an affordable cost of education.
b. Increase the percentage of Nebraska high school graduates who enroll at and graduate
from the university.
c. Increase the percentage of persons of color and the economically disadvantaged who
enroll at and graduate from the university, employing measures permitted by state and
federal law.
d. Expand lifelong educational opportunities, including those for non-traditional and
transfer students.
e. Promote adequate student preparation for and success in higher education.

2. The University of Nebraska will build and sustain undergraduate, graduate and
professional programs of high quality with an emphasis on excellent teaching.
a. Recruit and retain exceptional faculty and staff, with special emphasis on women and
persons of color.
b. Pursue excellence in programs where the university can be a regional, national and/or
international leader.
c. Pursue excellence in programs aligned with the long-term interests of the state.
d. Achieve university-wide and campus priorities through the strategic allocation of
resources.

3. The University of Nebraska will play a critical role in building a talented,
competitive workforce and knowledge-based economy in Nebraska in
partnership with the state, private sector and other educational institutions.
a. Work to stem and reverse the out-migration of graduates and knowledge workers.
b. Increase proportion of Nebraska high school students ranking in the top 25 percent of
their classes that attend the University of Nebraska.
c. Increase the number of out-of-state students who enroll at the university.
d. Improve entrepreneurship education, training and outreach.
e. Increase the global literacy of our students and citizens.
3/16/2006
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f.

Develop and strengthen internship and service learning opportunities with business,
education, government, military, and nonprofit organizations.

4. The University of Nebraska will pursue excellence and regional, national and
international competitiveness in research and scholarly activity, as well as their
application, focusing on areas of strategic importance and opportunity.
a.

Increase external support for research and scholarly activity.

b. Increase undergraduate and graduate student participation in research and its
application.
c. Encourage interdisciplinary, intercampus and inter-institutional collaboration.
d. Encourage and facilitate the commercialization of research and technology to benefit
Nebraska.
e. Improve the quantity and quality of research space through public and private
support.

5. The University of Nebraska will serve the entire state through strategic and
effective engagement and coordination with citizens, businesses, agriculture,
other educational institutions, and rural and urban communities and regions.
a. Support economic growth, health and quality of life through policy initiatives
consistent with university mission.
b. Recognize and reward faculty innovation and effectiveness in outreach and
engagement.
c. Connect Nebraska cities, institutions, regions and communities through university
programs.
d. Support Nebraska ' s economic development.
e. Build local, regional, national and international partnerships across public and private
sectors.

6. The University of Nebraska will be cost effective and accountable to the
citizens of the state.
a. Allocate resources in an efficient and effective manner.

3/16/2006
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b. Demonstrate fiscal responsibility and commitment to efficiency and effectiveness in
all areas.
c. Maximize and leverage non-state support.
d. Create and report performance and accountability measures.
e. Maximize potential of infonnation technology to support the university's mission.
f.

Implement measures of student learning and success outcomes.

g. Maintain competitive capital facilities.

3/16/2006
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University of Nebraska at Kearney
Strategic Plan
WORKING DRAFT #11
UNK Mission
The University of Nebraska at Kearney is a public, residential university committed to be
one of the nation ' s premier undergraduate institutions with excellent graduate education,
scholarship, and public service.

UNK Vision
The University of Nebraska at Kearney will achieve national distinction for a high
quality, multidimensional learning environment, engagement with community and public
interests, and preparation of students to lead responsible and productive lives in a
democratic, multicultural society.
Key to such improvement will be: clear focus on mission imperatives, fidelity to historic
core values, and continuous and rigorous self-appraisal or assessment of outcomes.

Mission Imperatives
We understand the fol lowing commitments to be central to the mission of an exemplary
institution of our kind.
A public university must serve its state in at least the following ways.
• It must meet citizens' educational and personal or career growth needs.
• It must contribute to broad developmental objectives of the state.
• It must be accountable to citizens and other stakeholders for the quality of its
work and for good stewardship of its resources.
• It must deploy research, service, and outreach activities that apply university
expertise to public needs not only within but also, where appropriate, outside of
the state.
• Its curriculum , pedagogy, and activities must be informed by the larger
community of which the state and nation are a part. Its intellectual and
programmatic horizons encompass regional , national and world environments,
incorporate the values and objectives of academic disciplines, and prepare
students for life in global society.
A residential university provides:
• An inclusive, integrated academic living/learning community in which structured
and unstructured modes of association outside of class both support academic
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achievement and help to foster in each individual the attitudes and skills essential
to responsible life in society.
A variety of opportunities to develop and to learn through leadership and service.
Modern , well-maintained, and secure living and dining accommodations, sports
and recreational facilities, and campus grounds.
Programs and services designed to involve those who may live off-campus in
community life.
Deliberate interconnections with the surrounding community, and incorporation
of location advantages into instructional and developmental strategies for
students.

An undergraduate institution must have the following attributes:
• A holistic concept of student development manifested in a comprehensive
academic curriculum and a wide array of personal growth opportunities outside
the classroom and both on- and off-campus.
• A commitment to student learning, evidenced by an emphasis on exemplary
teaching by fully-credentialed and acti ve scholars and plentiful opportunities for
students to engage in research with their professors.
• A curriculum that provides solid grounding for all students in the liberal arts and
sciences while also enabling them to specialize and to prepare for careers.
• High quality academic programs that attract top students and draw faculty from
centers of scholarship nationwide and worldwide.
• A faculty/student/staff community whose diversity -- ethnic, experiential,
geographic, intellectual, etc. -- is itself an educational resource.
• A lively and intentional " informal curriculum" featuring activities and
organizations designed to enable students to pursue special interests, to develop a
sense of responsibility to lead and to serve, and to acquire skills enhancing
interpersonal effectiveness.
Student
services that foster academic success, satisfaction w ith and involvement
•
in campus life, individual wellness and development of the whole person, and
progress toward graduation.
• A modern instructional and information technology infrastructure that makes
academic offerings and services available to both on-campus and off-campus
learners.
• Mechanisms to assess student learning and to adjust plans, programs, and budgets
in light of that appraisal.
In this
•
•
•
•

context, graduate programs:
grow from areas of undergraduate strength and are therefore qualitatively select;
respond to public need/demand;
are complementary to and synergistic with the undergraduate curriculum, and are
subject to similar assessment imperatives, and
are essential to the identity and mission of the institution.

Finally, in a uni versity that values scholarship:
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Faculty are actively engaged in research and creative activity of professional
quality that advances academic disciplines and addresses the needs of the state,
region, and nation.
Scholarly activities are understood to be intrinsic ingredients of good teaching, as
they enrich the curriculum, provide individualized intellectual growth
opportunities for faculty and students, prepare students for advanced and
continuing study, involve them in experiential learning opportunities, exemplify
the commitment to lifelong learning, and engage faculty in work that advances
individual disciplines and community/societal interests.
While individual research interests and activity at UNK may range widely, the
institution places particular value on scholarship that involves students, enhances
instruction, aids faculty professional development, and contributes to community
welfare.
Values
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Historically at UNK, the animating principles and ideals of institutional development
have placed commitments to learning and to people above all others.
Learning Matters
Democratic society needs an educated citizenry of lifelong learners who are aware,
collectively, of the accomplishments of diverse civilizations and cultures, the historical
context of current affairs, and the ways in which our society seeks to discern and serve a
common, unifying public interest. Individual citizens, if they are to lead satisfying and
productive lives in society, need to develop not only career skills but also such personal
and intellectual qualities as integrity, respect for others, initiative, diligence, and
capacities for clear thinking, writing, and speaking. It is the university's role to meet
these needs, both within and outside of classrooms and laboratories.
UNK's learning environment is student-centered and reaches both on- and off-campus to
build an active community of scholars. It:
• is grounded in principles of academic freedom and academic responsibility;
• centers on personalized, individualized teaching-learning relationships between
faculty and students, with facilities, faculty capabilities and workloads, class
sizes, and out-of-class activities that support and encourage those interactions;
• recognizes the important role of experience in the learning process and in
pedagogy;
• is designed to foster students' success in their academic programs and
achievement of their academic goals;
• is structured to provide personal growth opportunities in student life, activities
and government;
• values civility, celebrates learning and accomplishment, and offers full
opportunity for every individual to realize his or her potential.
People Matter
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At UNK, faculty - who are the heart of the university - have always been devoted to
serving students and others in the larger community who can benefit from their
scholarship and creative expertise and activity . Administrators and staff have always
been devoted to serving faculty and students and to meeting the public ' s educational
needs. Students, who are the focus of our educational enterprise, have always prized the
opportunity to live and learn together in this unique academic community. UNK has no
institutional life apart from these networks of interaction and mutual support. The people
who generate these dynamics are UNK ' s greatest strength - indeed they are UNK.
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For these reasons, as we plan for the future:
• It matters - and will always matter - whether students are satisfied and succeed at
UNK.
• It matters - and will always matter - whether faculty members have the
wherewithal to teach well , to produce scholarship, and to apply their expertise to
advance campus, community, and societal interests .
• It matters - and will always matter - whether administrators and staff have the
wherewithal to lead and support a broad student-centered partnership in learning
and personal development.
• It matters - and will always matter - whether our community and state are better
off because of the work of the people at UNK.

Envisioned Outcomes
We will graduate persons who know the accomplishme nts of civilizations, who value
disciplined thought, and who are prepared for productive careers, further education, and
responsible citizenship.
We will advance state and community interests by applying university educational
programs and other expertise to meet public needs.
We will be known nationally as among the best universities of our kind.
Accordingly, UNK strategy, plans, decisions, operational and academic assessment
processes, and resource allocations should seek to produce the following results.
• A higher proportion of academic programs which are demonstrably first-rate
among comparable institutions.
• A curriculum that serves UNK ' s educational purposes through general studies and
diverse specialization opportunities, and that is continuously adapted to
accommodate promising new pedagogies, the capabilities of information
technology, distance learning techniques, and experiential learning programs that
integrate theory with practice and engage UNK students and scholars with the
community, state, and world .
• A larger body of research, scholarship, and creative activity that is influential in
academic disciplines and in our community, state, nation , and world.
• A record of service to the public by the faculty that is noteworthy and responsive
to the needs of the citizens of Nebraska.
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A student body, staff, and faculty whose composition reflects, at least, the
multicultural composition of the state at large and includes broad representation
from around the nation and world.
Continuous renewal of the academic, residential , and recreational/campus life
infrastructure and of co-curricular programs that enhance student development
and wellness.
More extensive financial support from external sources.
More numerous and broader operating partnerships of mutual benefit and support
with off-campus communities both inside and outside of Nebraska.
Student enrollment that remains at least at current numerical levels, with
improved qualitative indicators.
Student retention, graduation , and advanced study placement rates comparable to
those achieved by exemplary similar institutions.
A public and professional perception of UNK that centers on excellence.

Strategic Goals and Objectives
In light of the mission, vision, values, and hoped-for outcomes outlined above, and also
in light of UNK's present and foreseeable circumstances, we have established five
campus-wide goals, each of which states a central institutional purpose. For each goal,
we have also developed a set of objectives and major program directions that identify
essential ingredients of success and opportunities to improve. The result is a
comprehensive blueprint to guide, organize, and focus future planning at all levels, both
within divisions and units and in campus-wide settings.

I. Learning Goal: to enlarge students' understanding of the world, to improve their
ability to think critically, and to prepare them for advanced study and productive careers,
by engaging with each as an individual learner.
Objective 1: Recruit and retain a diverse faculty of scholars who teach well.

•
•
•
•

•

Provide faculty compensation at competitive levels .
Foster excellence in teaching through mentoring programs and by emphasis in
policies governing workload, promotion, and tenure.
Reward teaching excellence demonstrated by high levels of learning,
innovative pedagogy, and graduates' success in further schooling and careers.
Endeavor to exceed peer institution averages in the proportion of faculty who
are women and people of color, especially by enhancing recruitment outreach
and encouraging UNK students interested in a college teaching career to
complete graduate education and return to UNK.
Maintain the historical premium on small class sizes, teaching delivered by
full-time faculty with terminal degrees, and close faculty and staff attention to
helping students to succeed academically.
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Objective 2: Improve all academic programs, including general education,
systematically and demonstrably by assessment of learning outcomes.
• Continuously improve methods in each program to assess learning over the span
of a student' s course of study.
• Use assessment results to adjust all undergraduate and graduate academic
programs and position them to achieve the best possible learning outcomes.
• Identify opportunities for, and allocate resources to, initiatives designed to
improve learning outcomes and to reward improved performance.
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Objective 3: Achieve national distinction in programs having special strength,
comparative advantage, or demonstrable potential.
• Recognize and reward programs that attract external notice of excellence
including national accreditation .
• Help programs obtain external support designed to enhance quality and achieve
distinction.
• Where programs achieve external notice of excellence, reallocate resources
internally to help them attain even higher levels ofrecognition.
Objective 4: Maintain an undergraduate curriculum that engages students
broadly with the liberal arts and sciences and features a comprehensive array of majors
and experiential learning opportunities.
• Develop students' ability and confidence to think critically and to express
thoughts well orally and in writing.
• Inculcate skills and attitudes needed for lifelong learning .
• Integrate general education goals across disciplines and within major courses of
study, clarifying the relevance of general studies to academic specialties and
career aspirations.
• Develop an ethnic studies program that draws from multiple disciplines,
concentrates pertinent faculty expertise, and enlarges curricular opportunities for
UNK students to pursue academic interests in diverse cultures.
Strengthen
experiential learning opportunities; systematically encourage students
•
to incorporate them into their courses of study; and develop assessment methods
to ensure that they impact student learning positively.
• Encourage faculty to incorporate experiential learning into curricula and
pedagogy, and recognize and reward those who achieve distinction in that regard.
Strengthen
curricular emphasis on technical and information literacy .
•
• Assess citizens' educational needs and adjust program offerings and methods of
instructional delivery (including e-leaming) to address them .
• Facilitate graduation within 4 years, for students seeking that result, by
reorganizing courses, curricula, and majors as needed, and by ensuring that
students have adequate access to required courses .
Objective 5: Offer graduate programs that are grounded in academic strength and
that meet changing needs.
• Systematically assess citizens' educational and career development needs.
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Ensure that established programs have sufficient support to sustain academic
quality and relevance to the needs of the state.
Encourage development of new programs which, within available resources, wi II
deliver high qual ity instruction responding to demonstrated need .

Objective 6: Promote student academic achievement through support services
outside the classroom.
• Provide academic advising, tutoring, and individualized skill-development
assistance enabling students to address particular learning challenges and succeed
in their courses of study.
• Continuously evaluate and improve facilities, organization, and levels of support
for all aspects of student advising, program and career planning, and academic
support services.
• Enhance training for and reward excellence in academic advising and
individualized student mentoring.
• Use assessment outcomes to adjust academic services and to achieve the best
possible learning results for each student.
• Promote greater student understanding of the nature and rationales for each aspect
of the educational experience, and help them to develop comprehensive plans for
their programs of study.
Objective 7: Continue the renewal of UNK' s academic infrastructure including

buildings, classrooms/ laboratories, library resources, and instructional technology.
• Complete plans and seek funding for the second phases of the Bruner Hall and
Otto Olsen renovation projects.
• Systematically review the infrastructure needs of faculty, students, and staff, and
develop plans and funding arrangements to address those needs in timely fashion.
• Expand external funding for UNK's academic infrastructure renewal strategy.
• Incorporate information and communications technology in all plans, including
video-conferencing and wireless capabilities where appropriate.

II. Scholarshi p Goal: To advance academic disciplines, curriculum and pedagogy, and

Nebraska/community interests through excellent scholarship. 1

Objective 1: Strengthen the role of scholarship within UN K's academic culture.

1

The concept of scholarship used in this plan is the concept endorsed by the University of Nebraska' s
Board of Regents in RP 2.1.6 . This concept recognizes that university scholarship serves four equally
important functions: to advance, integrate, apply, and represent knowledge. UNK has incorporated that
concept into faculty promotion and tenure policies, where research, publication, and artistic performance
are treated as equivalent activities in all four areas of scholarship.
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Nurture the research capability of tenure-track faculty through workload
adjustments, mentoring arrangements, and resource allocations that do not reduce
support for instruction programs.
Ensure that departmental, college, and UNK policies, plans, and practices
encourage and enable all forms of scholarly activity.
Recognize and reward excellent scholarship of all kinds.

Objective 2: Increase the amount and variety of high quality scholarship projects
undertaken by UNK faculty.
• Promote greater collaboration, consultation, and synergism across disciplines and
in the intercampus and inter-institutional environment about planned and ongoing
research projects and funding/support opportunities.
resources supporting scholarship, especially through (I) external funding
Increase
•
from government agencies, international organizations, industries, and
foundations; (2) workload policies that enable all faculty to pursue scholarly
interests, (3) providing superior research facilities, technology, and equipment
tailored to faculty and student needs; (4) developing new sources of funding for
academic equipment, including equipment requiring large investments, (5)
enlarging research assistant support and opportunities, and (6) enhancing library
resources including access to electronic databases.
Objective 3: Provide enhanced proposal preparation, grant processing, and grant
management support to faculty from all disciplines and professions.
• Create a seamless process to help faculty prepare and execute project proposals
from initial concept through grant administration .
• Provide appropriate matching and in-kind support for grant applications.
Objective 4: Promote and encourage undergraduate and graduate student
research and creative activity across all disciplines.
• In academic policies/practices, curricula, and course syllabi, encourage students
throughout their programs of study to become involved in research and creative
activity with faculty and in independent projects.
• Increase financial support for student research, including funds to purchase
supplies and to travel for conference presentations.
• Recognize and reward excellence in student research accomplishment.
• Recognize and reward faculty members who consistently guide excellent student
research and creative activity projects.

III. Student Development Goal: To graduate individuals who are prepared for the
responsibilities and opportunities of leadership, citizenship, and careers in a pluralistic,
democratic, multicultural, and entrepreneurial society.
Objective 1: Develop a comprehensive strategy that w ill guide planning and
activity outside the formal academic curriculum to enhance each student' s cognitive and
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moral development, interpersonal skills, and prospects for satisfaction and success at
UNK and in life after graduation.
• Articulate a framework of principles and common objectives, and establish
collaborative mechanisms, enabling units to cooperate across organizational
boundaries to enhance student retention, graduation, and career placement results.
• Bridge Academic and Student Life programming to integrate living and learning
experiences for students, to enrich the residential campus environment, and to
promote engagement in civic and community service projects.
• Attain first-year retention and six-year graduation rates that exceed peer
institution averages.
Objective 2: Enhance UNK ' s physical infrastructure supporting residential life,
recreational/wellness activities, and student support programs.
• Through new construction and renovation of existing residence halls, provide a
balanced array of modern on-campus living choices for students ranging from
traditional shared and single rooms, to semi-suites and suites, to apartment-style
accommodations.
• Maintain excellent Student Union and other student service facilities .
• Ensure that residence halls and student service facilities are equipped with
appropriate levels of information technology networking capability.
• Expand and enhance parking capacity on campus and/or on property nearby.
• Enhance recreational and other facilities serving the health , physical fitness, and
general wellness needs of students and staff.
• Provide intercollegiate athletics facilities that meet appropriate competitive
standards and serve general student and community needs.
• Enhance campus landscaping, including green and open spaces, and
systematically include landscape impacts and outcomes in planning all facilities
improvement projects.
Objective 3: Provide an array of programs designed to enhance personal
development, associational, and learning experiences in student government, cocurricular activities, residential/Greek and community life, and community or societal
service.
• Maintain standards of student conduct and enforcement systems that recognize
student responsibility for choices and actions, that promote personal growth, and
that enhance community welfare.
• Encourage involvement in student, Greek, and residence hall governance and
facilitate student participation in appropriate campus decision-making and
advisory processes.
• Encourage formation of student interest and activity groups, including service
organizations and activities, and recognize and reward staff and faculty who
advise them .
• Maintain a large and active intramural sports and recreation program.
• Maintain a NCAA Division II intercollegiate athletics program that represents our
campus, community and state well and that places first priority on student
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academic achievement, personal development, and preparation for life after
college.
Establish community and other links that will widen opportunity for students to
engage in voluntary community service or civic activity, and enhance levels of
campus support for those programs.
Expand programming designed to educate the UNK community about diverse
cultures and multicultural issues on campus and in society.

Objective 4: Provide comprehensive support services and programs, outside of
formal learning venues, that help students adjust to and engage with university
opportunities and resources, that enable them to manage or resolve personal problems,
and that promote general health, wellness, and ability to achieve their goals.
• Expand programs that acquaint new students and their families with university
expectations, resources, and opportunities.
• Expand support for programs that promote social/civic awareness, UNK
community esprit, and student interaction with peers, faculty, and staff.
• Monitor the progress of students drawn from underrepresented or disadvantaged
populations and address their special support needs.
• Enhance involvement of parents, families, regional community members in
campus life.
• Provide appropriate levels of professional training for staff and technology
applications that will improve student services.
• Strengthen programs that prepare students to lead healthy lives.
• Continuously evaluate campus safety and security measures, including
building/room access controls, lighting, emergency communications, and
pedestrian and vehicular traffic patterns and management.
• Establish and organize a full array of services to help students decide upon and
begin productive careers, including programs conducted or sponsored by career
advising staff; academic departments; student clubs; professional, fraternal, and
academic societies; and the business community.

•
•
•
•

•

Objective 5: Enroll a larger, more diverse, and well-prepared student body.
Continue to improve the quality and appeal of UNK academic offerings,
residential infrastructure, support services, and climate for all students.
Continue to improve UNK marketing, especially to promote UNK strengths and
increase visibility in areas where populations are growing.
In cooperation with the University of Nebraska Foundation and other entities,
expand resources for merit scholarships and financial need awards.
Hold discretionary student charges at levels that are consistent with university
access aims, and evaluate pricing steps that may improve UNK's recruitment
position.
Offer educational programs that align with the career and personal development
needs of both traditional and nontraditional students, and widen access to
instruction through distance education and e-learning delivery methods.
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Improve outreach to prospective undergraduate students: (I) recruit all eligible
Nebraska residents in person and by systematic communicatio ns, but improve
coverage and results from eastern Nebraska especially, (2) enhance such efforts in
contiguous states where high school cohorts are growing; (3) devote special
attention to expanding enrollment of students of color and economically
disadvantaged students; (5) consolidate and expand recent advances in transfer
enrolments; (4) enhance capabilities and activities to attract international students;
and (6) seek to attract greater numbers of students ranked in the top 25% of their
high school classes.
For prospective graduate students: expand the number of programs offered
consistent with university and statewide policy; assist graduate departments in
marketing and recruiting activity; and continue to improve graduate assistant
stipends and other financial assistance.
Overall , increase headcount enrollment and student credit hour totals by at least
one percent annually.

IV. Outreach and Engagement Goal: To help people, businesses, communities, and
the state achieve their educational and developmental aims.
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Objective 1: Collaborate with government and the private sector to spur business
development and economic opportunity.
• Establish advisory mechanisms enabling communities, businesses, organizations,
and individual citizens to inform campus leaders of their education and training
needs related to business and economic development.
• Customize training and education programs for new and existing businesses .
• Increase involvement of faculty , staff, and students in outreach activities,
including applied research, that address regional economic development
challenges, and recognize and reward exemplary service in these programs.
• Increase the number of economic and business development partnerships with
government and the private sector.
Objective 2: Develop academic programs that respond to workforce educational
needs, employment opportunities for graduates, and rural community development needs.
• Assess employment opportunity trends and workforce educational needs and
develop appropriate course and degree offerings.
• Review academic structure, policy, planning, and operations to identify
opportunities to enhance academic outreach and service.
• Expand entrepreneursh ip education , training, and outreach.
• Expand internship and service learning opportunities with business, education,
government, military, and nonprofit organizations.
Objective 3: Provide an array of professional development and lifelong learning
opportunities for individuals, via for-credit and non-credit instructional programs both
on-campus and off-campus.
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Assess educational needs of local, regional, and statewide constituencies and
increase continuing education offerings, including e-learning and distance
education programs, to address them.
Revitalize academic offerings and other initiatives that facilitate public use of the
campus year-round.

Objective 4: Provide a regional focal point for intellectual, artistic, cultural, and
recreational/at hletic activity .
• Continue to improve campus venues for special events/perform ances, recreation
and athletics activities, and conferences/meetings.
• Enhance support for and visibility of campus events showcasing faculty, student,
and visiting performer talent.
• Capitalize on the Museum of Nebraska Art and the Frank House as venues for
special events and programs.
• Facilitate appropriate public use ofrecreational , athletics, fine arts and group
meeting facilities.
• Develop campus perimeter and buffer property to enhance access to key facilities,
to improve green space, aesthetics, and pedestrian and vehicular movement, and
to strengthen the residential character of our surroundings.
Objective 5: Emphasize direct service programs to enhance the economic
conditions, prospects, and quality of life of communities in the region.
• Work with disadvantaged and underrepresented populations to familiarize them
with the university and with resources widening access to higher education.
• Evaluate ways to broaden the impact of academic or service centers offering
health/wellnes s, business development, and other problem solving expertise to
rural communities.
• Expand internships and other experiential learning activity that applies UNK
expertise to the development challenges of communities, businesses, and public
service interests.
• Build stronger alliances with regional and statewide civic, business, educational ,
and ethnic organizations to promote citizens ' understanding of and respect for all
cultures.
Objective 6: Build close relationships with key University stakeholders and
constituencies to improve communicatio n about and understanding of UNK.
• Enhance mutually beneficial relationships with alumni by strengthening
organization efforts and by diversifying communication links, using electronic
technology where feasible.
• Develop greater awareness, on- and off-campus, concerning areas in which
private benefactors and friends of the university can help improve program
quality and campus life.
• Enhance and integrate marketing to support undergraduate and graduate student
recruitment as well as continuing and distance education enrollments.
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Strengthen UNK ' s reputation for educational excellence through improved
relationships and communicatio ns with citizens, legislators and other state and
federal government officials, and the hi gher education community.
Partner with the University of Nebraska Central Administration and others to
enhance public appreciation for the role of the University in advancing
Nebraskans' qualify of life and prospects for the future.

V. Organizational Development Goal: To build a strong, effective institution by
empowering staff, organizations, and the campus as a community to attain strategic goals.
Objective 1: Employ continuous strategic planning to enhance institutional
cohesion, sense of direction, and developmental momentum.
• Maintain a Strategic Planning Committee (SPC), staffed with rotating campuswide representative membership, to review the progress of major plans and
activities advancing UNK strategic goals and objectives.
• With the advice of the SPC, periodically evaluate UN K' s strategic plan and
circumstances to identify needed changes in goals, obj ectives, or priorities.
• Invest resources systematically to serve strategic goals and objectives.

I
I
I
I

Objective 2: Develop organizational structures, policies, procedures, and
resource allocation practices that enable UNK to function efficiently and effectively.
• Review administrative structure, policies, and procedures to ensure they serve
strategic goals and objectives.
• Employ best practices, including technology applications, to improve operational
efficiency and effectiveness and to support planning, assessment, and
accountability .
• Allocate the largest feasible proportion of resources to instruction , research, and
services directly related to students.

•

•

•

•
•

Objective 3: Broaden UNK ' s financial resource base.
Clarify campus, college, and other major unit external fundraising priorities and
enhance collaboration with the UNK Alumni Office and the University of
Nebraska Foundation to increase support for UNK needs.
Work with the University of Nebraska' s Central Administration to improve
citizens ', legislators', and other federal and state officials' understanding of and
support for the University's financial needs and budget priorities.
Identify and maximize new revenue sources, including summer programs,
educational outreach , non-credit offerings, differential tuition charges for highcost programs, and increased public use of campus facilities.
Increase total sponsored awards for instruction , research , and public service from
all federal agencies.
Improve campus-based budget fl exibility to respond to emerging opportunities
and challenges while maintaining stable and predictable unit budgets.
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Objective 4: Provide a satisfying professional environment for UNK faculty and
staff.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

Assess the UNK employment climate through systematic surveys, other feedback
mechanisms, and review of grievance/complaint patterns.
Improve compensation , training, and mentoring programs.
Develop effective leaders and supervisors through appropriate management,
team-building , and professional development training.
Address workplace needs including facilities, office space, and associated
infrastructure, information technology, and equipment.
Encourage and reward institutional service and operational innovation.
Foster a culture of excellence by rewarding exemplary work and achievement.
Provide sustained support for well-workplace programs.

Objective 5: Maintain effective internal communications and shared governance.
Take full advantage of systematic advisory mechanisms to ensure that decisions
are informed by pertinent faculty , staff, and student perspectives.
Ensure that employees have the information they need to do their jobs well and
that supervisors encourage employee input about operational improvements and
other workplace concerns.
At campus-wide and unit levels, inform employees regularly about major
organizational goals, objectives, initiatives, and events.

Objective 6: Promote a safe, welcoming, healthy, and supportive work climate
characterized by mutual respect and trust.
• Foster a better understanding and appreciation of all cultures through education,
professional development, programming for students and staff, and student
support programs.
Diversify
the work force at all levels, especially those directly serving or
•
interacting with students and families.
Promote
awareness of and vigorously enforce policies on nondiscrimination and
•
sexual harassment as well as other conduct standards that require members of the
UNK community to treat every individual with respect.

Looking Ahead
The strategic goals and objectives we have developed are not, of course, self-executing.
It is not enough to announce them; we must make them consequential by using the
envisioned ends to shape decisions about ways and means. The real test of any strategy
lies in completing that link via follow-on planning. At UNK, we are committed to
employing an integrated planning process of that kind as we go forward, a process that
links ends, ways, and means and produces strategic coherence in our operations and
budgets.
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Additionally, a strategic plan is not -- and cannot be regarded as -- a fixed or immutable
declaration. It is a "living" document in the sense that the very first steps it generates will
begin to change the situation for which it was created and to bring us closer to the
envisioned goals. Therefore, we are committed to review our strategic plan on a
continuing basis and to adjust it as may be needed to align with changing realities,
including the progress we make toward realizing our vision.

SPC Working Draft# 11
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Sponsored Programs Strategy
January 2004 - May 2005
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1. What We Are About:
The Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP) is committed to encouraging research ,
scholarly inquiry, artistic expression , training and the continuous improvement of
education at UNK.
2. What we do:
OSP supports faculty and staff in their efforts to obtain extramural funding for
research and projects.

I
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OSP also provides leadership on institutional projects and extramural funding policy
as appropriate.
3. Goals:
OSP helps faculty and staff develop the resources they need to strengthen their
contributions to the campus. We want people who need external funding to have the
awareness, resources, and confidence to competitively pursue grants and contracts .
While the campus community ultimately judges OSP's performance by the number
of dollars awarded to UNK, we are in fact a support operation . That is, we do not
achieve end results; we help others produce results . Internally, we can measure the
effectiveness of our work by a set of benchmarks that indicate grantseeking activity
and success. Therefore, we track the following data:
a. Number of Proposals submitted
c. Number of Dollars requested
e. Number of Departments submitting

b. Number of Grants awarded
d. Number of Dollars awarded
f. Size of proposals and grants

4. Performance Drivers:
To achieve progress on the benchmarks listed above, OSP needs to direct
resources to factors that cause desired results . Our investment in these
performance drivers is the best measure of our work over time, as it deals with
things that we can control. Listed below are factors that we believe will strengthen
the environment that produces quality proposals. Under each factor are action items
we have identified to address the need.

Knowledge
We need to ensure people have the information and skills to compete effectively.
Training: Develop a schedule for training opportunities each semester,
including on campus and off campus programs for faculty and staff.
Proposal Library: Develop a policy regarding proposal sharing and then
ensure potential grantwriters are aware of the resource.
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Services: Produce a slick one-page cheat sheet listing services and
requirements. This should have the same look as the web home page.
Cover Sheet: Develop a cover sheet to send back with submitted
proposals that reminds Pis of forms needed and next steps if they
successful.

Recognition
Faculty invest time and energy in grantwriting . We need to ensure they understand
that their efforts are recognized and appreciated. This will also support development
of an environment that values external funding.
Letters: OSP sends notes of thanks each month to Pis who submit
proposals , and the Chancellor sends a letter to awardees.
Scholarly Development: This newsletter includes a listing of grant awards.
Awards: OSP presents certificates each spring to individuals with
exceptional performance on indicators a - d. This should be converted
to a luncheon hosted by the Chancellor.
Campus Display: We need to explore the possibility of creating a display
case to feature various grant-funded projects on a rotating basis.
Press Releases: Continue developing press releases for significant
grants, leading to Hub articles and UNK Home Page stories .
Facuity Development
This is a priority identified by the Miner & Associates report, but beyond OSP
purview. It is listed here for the record .
Hiring Guidelines: Include scholarly or external funding themes as
appropriate.
Rank and Tenure : Policies should consistently reflect campus
expectations.
Annual Letters: Annual review of faculty should include mention of
scholarly or external funding activity.
Expand Student Engagement
Faculty may respond to a growing culture of student research.
Make SSRP High Profile: Develop strong marketing program for recruiting
participants; market symposia to the whole campus; disseminate
books to each college.
Increase Awareness and Reputation of OSP
With many faculty not involved in grantwriting , we need to ensure people are aware
of OSP and believe that we can lead them to success.
Participate in Department and College meetings: At least 1 meeting per
college per semester
Themed email messages: Develop a common element to include as a tag
line in all our emails.

Money
In many cases, faculty need financial resources to develop their projects. OSP, in
partnership with Deans, must invest in these efforts.
Stipends: Continue offering $1500 stipends to summer grantwriters
Cluster Grants: Implement and evaluate $5000 grants through RSC to
foster interdisciplinary research.
Travel: Develop clear policy on supporting grant-related travel for faculty,
and promote it.
Matching: Develop clear policy for allocating indirect costs to new
proposals, and expand investment.

I
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The Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP) supports faculty and staff in the pursuit of external
funding for research, training, service, and creative activity. Underlying this mission is the goal
to increase total institutional external funding to build the capacity of the University.
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Outreach, training, and support
The 2005-06 year began by making contact with new faculty and staff at orientation in August.
They were provided a packet of information about services, policies, and processes related to
research and external funding. New employees who did not attend orientation were visited
individually to convey OSP's readiness to support external funding efforts.
In late September, OSP began a series of monthly brown bag lunches. These were informal
discussions centered around particular topics of interest to both new and experienced
grantwriters . Topics included the new federal grants.gov system , issues in project managemen t,
proposal writing tips, etc. Average attendance was 10 people per session.
OSP provided two Community of Science training sessions each semester. Community of
Science (COS) is a funding database accessible from any UNK computer. It offers targeted
active searches, as well as a passive search mechanism that delivers new funding information to
an email account on a weekly basis.
Grants Accounting and OSP conducted a post-award project managemen t training in May for
principal investigators. The session, attended by over 20 people, focused on account set-up,
budget monitoring, and the roles played by Grants Accounting , Pls, and Sponsored Programs.
To foster faculty developmen t, OSP supported faculty travel to certain events:
• Two faculty members (Criminal Justice and Psychology) attended a Department of Justice
grant conference in Minneapoli s
• Two faculty members (Biology and Human Performance) participated in an all day
grantwriting training in Omaha
A
• Chemist visited a Department of Energy facility
• A Social Work faculty member participated in negotiations on a major grant proposal
• Student Support Services staff participated in a TRIO grantwriting workshop
• Two faculty (Psychology and Political Science) attended the biennial Council on
Undergradu ate Research conference.
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OSP Annual Report
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The bulk of OSP' s support for grantwriters comes in the form of one-on-one collaboration. Staff
worked individually with both experienced and first-time grantwriters in 2006 to refine
proposals, develop budgets, identify funders , and form contracts.

PUI Research Conference
To support the continued development of UNK ' s scholarly academic community, OSP organized
a regional one-day conference on Research at Primarily Undergraduate Institutions. This event,
held in September, 2005 in the Student Union, offered a forum for faculty to explore the
challenges and opportunities associated with scholarly activity at smaller institutions of higher
education. Faculty from similar institutions in Nebraska, Colorado, South Dakota, Missouri, and
Kansas participated. The keynote speaker was Nancy Hensel, Executive Officer of the Council
on Undergraduate Research.
Undergraduate Research
The Summer Student Research Program (SSRP) continued in the summer of 2005 with 32
students from all colleges. In the current year (2006), 22 students are participating. The
program continues to provide high value academic opportunities to students. A separate annual
report on SSRP will be issued in the fall.
OSP also:
• Published the Undergraduate Research Journal;
•

Arranged for and sponsored a UNK alumnus to speak at Student Research Day (speaker
had to withdraw at the last minute); and

•

Facilitated the Undergraduate Research Council.

Federal Relations
The OSP Director serves on the University of Nebraska federal liaison team with the Vice
Chancellor for University Relations. In 2006, UNK was awarded earmark grants for two
projects totaling $1.2 million . OSP worked with faculty to develop new proposals, and
coordinated information flow between the NU lobbyist and campus .
OSP leads UNK's participation in the Federal Demonstration Partnership, which is a cooperative
effort of federal granting agencies and universities to reduce the administrative burden of
research. Julie Shaffer (Biology) is the faculty representative, and John Falconer is the
administrative representative. They alternate attendance at meetings, and share information on
upcoming changes and critical issues with the campus community.
Community Activities

OSP, in support of a consortium of community organizations, drafted a proposal seeking support
from the Nebraska Humanities Council for a 2007 Chautauqua. OSP also conducted a public
grantwriting workshop for 25 people, and helped the Buffalo County Government develop an
RFP to solicit grantwriting services.
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Compliance Issues
Federal regulations and industry practice indicate that UNK needs to develop a Compliance Plan
for research and external funding. This plan would
•

•
•

Provide staff and faculty with information and training regarding the expectations of
researchers and project managers related to responsible conduct of externally funded
activities;
Provide a mechanism for monitoring and reporting on policy compliance; and
Identify consequences for those instances where violations have occurred.

A draft plan has been developed by OSP.
Indicators
OSP tracks a set of quantitative indicators of external funding activity to measure progress in key
areas. The FY 2006 results are presented on the following page. Full listings of grants applied
for and received by each college are also attached.
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2006 External Funding Indicators
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D

Apps >
SS0,000

Funds Awarded

2005 Result

Awards >
$50,000

D

2006 Goal

2005 Results

2006 Goals

Depts.
Applying

Awards

Applications

2006 Result

2006 Results

Applications

68

75

71

Depts. Applying

22

25

23

Awards

55

60

56

Total Funds Requested

$14,028,476

$7,500,000

$5,291 ,200

Total Funds Awarded

$4,019,881

$3 ,000,000

$2,453,577

Applications over $50,000

20

20

23

A wards over $50,000

12

14

10

Reports on college-level grant activity are attached. Please note that these include application
and award information for all grants applied for or awarded during the fiscal year, so aggregated
data do not necessarily match the numbers above.
Respectfully Submitted,
John Falconer
Director
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Office of Sponsored Programs
FY 07 First Quarter Report
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Developments
•

Sponsored Program's strategic priority for 2007 is to enhance UNK's culture for
responsible conduct of research. In the 2006 Summer Student Research Program
(SSRP), research ethics was featured as one of the weekly topics. In September,
Sponsored Programs (OSP) worked with a faculty member to develop and conduct a
session on research ethics for a departmental research tools class.
The next major step will be to extend information and educational tools to the
campus, which will be accomplished through the CITI program. CITI is an on-line
training program that certifies investigators to conduct human subjects research (a
federal requirement) . For the past few years UNK has been training researchers
through a program hosted by the National Institutes of Health. Beginning in Fall
2006, UNK will transition to CITI, which will provide more relevant and flexible
educational modules. In the near future, CITI will also offer research ethics modules
that UNK faculty will be able to use as appropriate.

•

OSP initiated a new publication to feature profiles of faculty scholars at UNK. This
will be a four color magazine, designed to communicate the quality of our faculty to
multiple audiences. We are working with University Relations to design, write, and
publish the magazine, which should be available in March 2007.

•

As faculty research continues to increase at UNK, we will increasingly generate
intellectual property that needs to be protected and commercialized. OSP is preparing
to meet these needs by negotiating an arrangement with UNL's technology transfer
office, which will provide patent and transfer support to UNK inventions.

SSRP
•

The 2006 Summer Student Research Program concluded in September with a twoday public Symposium . Students displayed their research posters and gave oral
presentations of their research. Average attendance was about twenty people per
presentation with well over I 00 individuals at the event. The summer program as a
whole was successful, with a broad range of disciplines represented and the quality of
scholarship continuing to improve. An on-line exit survey was conducted in late
September, and the results will be included in a separate SSRP Annual Report in
December 2006.

Reaching Out
• OSP continually works to engage new faculty and faculty new to external funding.
We want individuals to be aware of the impact that external funding can have on their

I
I
I
I

OSP First Quarter Report
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work, and the resources available to support them. OSP provided information packets
to new faculty during orientation, and hosted a brown bag luncheon to discuss
resources, procedures, and other information related to grantwriting (8 people
attended). Brown bag lunches on other topics will continue throughout the year.
•

In July, OSP conducted a public grantwriting workshop to develop fundraising skills
among local non-profit organizations. 30 people attended from communities
throughout the region.

Earmarks
•

OSP is working with Vice Chancellor Carlson to develop federal earmark grants. In
August, we hosted a visitor from our lobbying firm and organized meetings with
faculty and staff on campus. In September, YC Carlson and John Falconer visited the
House and Senate offices of Nebraska's delegation.

Targets
•

OSP has a range of quantitative targets to guide and measure activity. The attached
sheet presents our achievements year-to-date .
UNK has begun FY 06 with very strong results, including major grants from NASA,
Department of Energy, and the Nebraska Department of Education. Our challenge to
increase access to external funding among a broader range of departments continues
to guide OSP's activity .

John Falconer
Director
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Summer Student Research Program
Application Form
Student eligibility requirements: a) Be a full-time UNK student in Spring 2007, b) be able to
spend up to 20 hours per week for ten weeks on a project during the summer, c) be able to attend
meetings every Wednesday from 1pm to 3pm in Summer 2007, d) be able to participate in a field
trip May 23-25, e) be able to present their work in a Fall 2007 Symposium and Spring 2008
Student Research Day at UNK, and f) must not graduate before December 2007.
Name: - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - Permanent Address:
College Address (valid until _ _ _ _ _ __

College phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Home phone: _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __

Preferred e-mail: - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Major: _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Grade Point Average: _ _ _ __
Class: (as of Fall 200 7) : Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

Expected Graduation Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

List courses you have taken that relate to your research interest (attach separate sheet if necessary) :

I
I

l

Name of faculty mentor you are applying with: _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __

- 1-

@ill
Department:

-----------------------------

If you are selected as a Summer Student Research Scholar, what other activities will you be pursuing in
Summer 2007 (e.g., work plans, travel, classes, etc.)?

I
I

Personal Essay: Please attach a 1-2 page essay explaining your interest in the SSRP and how research
will enhance your graduate school and/or career plans. (State your research interests, experiences,
educational goals, career objectives and any information which may aid the Summer Student Research
Program selection committee. Be sure to include any interest you may have in specific aspects of the
research project you are proposing.)

All of the information that I have provided in this application is accurate and complete.
Applicant's Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date: _ _ _ _ __

Please bring the application package to the Office of Sponsored
Programs at 2134 Founders Hall
The complete package includes:
D completed and signed application form
D personal essay
D projectsumm ary
D faculty support statement
Deadline is Novembe r 17, 2006 at 4:00 PM
If you have any questions, please call Dianne Holcomb at 865-8481
-2-
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Summer Student Research Program
Project Summary
Stu den t Nam e:

----------------------Fac ulty Me nto r Name: _ _ _ _ _
____________
_ _ _ _ __
Pro ject Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
____________
_ _ _ _ __
Pro vide a 100-200 wor d sum mar y of you
r research pro ject .

I
I
I
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Summer Student Research Program
Faculty Support Statement
Student Name:

--------------------------------

Please write a statement indicating your willingness to serve as advisor for the research project described on the
Project Summary sheet. In your statement, discuss the student's preparation for the projects and relevancy to the
st udent's academic goals. Please note other commitments that you will have in Summer 2007, such as classes or
travel.

I
I
I
I
Signature: - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - Date: - - - - -- --

Return this form to the student.
Completed applications must be received in Sponsored Programs by November 17, 2006.

-4-
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Summer Student Research Program
Student Contract
This contract is between the University of Nebraska at Kearney (UNK) and
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , a student at the University of Nebraska at Kearney.
The Student Summer Research Program is designed to provide meaningful, original research
experience to UNK students by employing them to work directly with faculty on scholarly
projects during the summer. UNK has selected the student named above to participate in the
program based on their application submitted in November 2005. The student will:
1. Participate in the field trip May 25-26, 2006, and other meetings on a need be
basis;
2. Commit a reasonable number of hours on a regular basis to develop and conduct a
research project under the direction of an assigned research mentor. The amount of
time will be determined by the mentor as appropriate for the project, which must
be completed to the satisfaction of the mentor by August 4, 2006;
3. Present the research project at a Fall Symposium on the UNK campus, at Student
Research Day, Spring 2006, and at an appropriate regional or national conference;
4. Participate in weekly group meetings and enrichment activities during the summer;
and
5. Complete a written research paper (by the deadline ofAugust 18, 2006) to the
satisfaction of their mentor, and complete any revisions necessary for publication
in an on-line UNK compendium. Failure to fulfill these obligations to the
satisfaction of the mentor or project director can result in forfeiture of part or the
entire stipend.
UNK w ill pay the student $2,500 in monthly increments May through September 2006.

Student

Date

Dr. Kenneth N ikels
Project Director

Date

I
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SUMMER STUDENT RESEARCH PROGRAM
MENTOR CONTRACT
This contract is between the University of Nebraska at Kearney (UNK) and
- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ a member of the University of Nebraska at Kearney
faculty .

The Summer Student Research Program is designed to provide meaningful, original research
experience to UNK students by employing them to work directly with faculty on an
independent scholarly project during the summer. By this agreement, UNK contracts the
faculty member named above to serve as a mentor in the program . The mentor will:
6. Participate in group activities throughout the summer;
7. Provide appropriate guidance and support to student for the development, conduct, and
presentation of an independent research project. This includes maintaining regular
communication throughout the project, and direct collaboration as appropriate; and
8. Attend and participate in half of the weekly meetings during June and July 2006.
UNK will pay the above named faculty member a total of $1 ,500 in three monthly increments
May through July 2006 .

Mentor

Date

Dr. Kenneth Nikels
Project Director

Date

I

SSRP Assessment 2006
The Summer Student Research Program (SSRP) is a UNK activity that gives
undergraduate students opportunities to conduct original research, scholarship, and
creative activity in a multi-disciplinary setting. It is open to projects from all academic
areas.
Program Format and Goals
In 2006, 22 students spent about l Oweeks in the summer designing and conducting their
projects, and writing papers reporting on their results.
The key characteristics of the program are:
•
•
•
•

One-on-one collaboration with a faculty expert
Design, conduct, and dissemination of original scholarly projects
Exposure to research and scholarship in a broad range of disciplines
Work within a supportive, challenging, and engaging community of scholars

The multi-disciplinary theme provides an opportunity for student-scholars to recall their
general studies education and reinforce the integrated nature of knowledge and learning.
In some cases this comes through weekly discussion groups, and in others students have
been known to cross disciplinary lines and help each other on projects.
Upon completion of the project, students disseminate their results in three ways.
Students:
1. Write a scholarly paper that is published on-line
2. Create a poster presenting their results
3. Give an oral presentation at a Fall Symposium
The goals include fostering:
• Independent, applied learning experiences
• Integration of knowledge from general studies and field of study
• Critical thinking and dissemination skills
• Understanding and experience in scholarly activity
Outcomes
One week after their oral presentations in the fall, students were asked to complete an online exit survey. 20 of the 22 students responded.

Recruiting
• Most students learned about the program from faculty (65%). The second
strongest source of information was other students (20%).

•

The three strongest reasons for applying were to learn more about their major,
enhance their resume/grad school application, and apply skills learned in
coursework.

Effort, Independence, and Mentoring

I
I

•

5 students spent 5-10 hours per week on their projects, 9 spent 10-20 hours per
week, 4 spent 20-30 hours per week, and 2 spent 30-40 hours per week.

•

55% of students met with their mentors once a week or more. One student met
with his/her mentor once a month or less.

•

75% said they had a lot of independence in project management, and 25% said
they did not get as much guidance as they wanted.

•

Most students had to develop a workplan (75%), direct their own work (80%),
and solve unexpected problems (90%).

•

35% had to manage their project funds .

•

90% say they feel more comfortable working with faculty now.

Reflective Learning

I
I
I
I
I

•

•

100% of the 2006 students kept journals throughout the summer, and :
o

43% of students shared their journals with their mentors

o

33% of students said journaling affected the planning of their work

o

36% of students said journaling helped in writing their paper and
preparing their oral presentation.

65% of students discussed their work with faculty who were not their mentors
during the summer.

Application of Coursework
•

In conducting projects:
o

100% said they applied knowledge from courses in their major

o

50% applied knowledge from general studies courses

•

85% say they developed a better understanding of what they have learned in
coursework.

•

75% agree or strongly agree that they learned more about current issues in their
academic field.

•

85% developed a greater understanding of other disciplines.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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Enriching Educational Goals
•

75% say that participation in SSRP supports their career plans, and 10% changed
post-graduation or career plans because of their summer experience.

•

60% of students plan to go to graduate school or professional school after
graduation. All students planning on professional school indicate they will go to a
Nebraska institution, and 40% those going to graduate school plan to go to a
Nebraska institution.

•

70% say they improved their writing skills.

•

80% say they improved their critical thinking skills.

•

95% say participation in the program benefited their undergraduate education.

•

90% say the overall experience was "good" or "wonderful." 2 students said it was
"okay."

We had two open-ended questions at the end : What were the best and worst aspects of
the program?
The positive comments indicating an appreciation for the multi-disciplinary nature of the
program, learning about research as a professional, working directly with a faculty
member, and personal achievement goals such as "Being able to accomplish something I
never thought I could."
The negative comments were varied, including lack of guidance from a mentor, the
program consuming a lot of time in the summer, and some personal challenges
experienced by students.
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Executive Summary
At the request of John Falconer, Director of the Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP), Miner and
Associates, Inc. (MAI) conducted a one-day review of grant systems and procedures at the
University of Nebraska at Kearney (UNK). In large measure, the OSP operation is solid and has
managed growth effectively under the current leadership, which is competent, professional, and
well-respected within the UNK academic community.
The process for conducting the one-day review consisted of spending the morning in OSP,
examining past grant records, current operating procedures, and asking questions in six major
areas:
I. Gathering [nformation
2. Disseminating Information
3. Planning Proposals
4. Preparing Budgets
5. Managing Compliance Considerations
6. Monitoring Grant Activity
Over lunch and throughout the afternoon, individual and small group interviews were conducted
with a group of eleven administrators and faculty selected by the OSP Director. Impressions
gathered by MAI throughout the day form the basis for this report. Additionally, comments made
by faculty participants in the next-day grant workshop also helped clarify some details.
On the basis of this external review, 31 specific recommendations are presented to bolster the
UNK grant infrastructure. Of those recommendations for improving the grantseeking
infrastructure at UNK, four are of primary importance and deserve special and immediate
attention.

Primary Recommendations
I. Relationships with the Nebraska Foundation appear taxed and must be improved if grant
funding from private foundations and corporations is to be increased. Faculty and staff
consistently identified the Foundation as a barrier to increased grantseeking. This barrier
seems to consist of both policy issues and communication hurdles. More precisely,
faculty perceive the Foundation does not really care about UNK fundraising, giving
instead priority to Lincoln and Omaha campuses. Further, faculty feel the Foundation
office makes no serious attempt to communicate about possible nongovernmental funding
sources. If UNK extramural funding is to expand, it must diversify more into the private
sector, and that means forging new linkages with the Foundation office.
2. Most faculty and even some deans think the role of grantseeking in academic
performance evaluations is unclear. Central administration [CA refers to the body
overseeing all four campuses. Perhaps this is a local policy that should be determined by
"Campus Leadership."] should issue a clear research policy statement in this regard.
Some sample text was provided by MAI to OSP on June 7, 2002. The Faculty Handbook
has been reviewed for the role of grantseeking in both annual performance reviews and

[§Q]
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tenure and promotion cases. As detailed in the report below, mention of grantseeking is
curiously absent in discussions of annual reviews, while only nominal mention is made in
tenure and promotion considerations. Ironically, faculty are encourage to include
pertinent grant information in the portfolios but administrators are not instructed to
weight it in their reviews. Comparable situations exist in pertinent documents at the
College and Department levels. As a result, we found many faculty who felt grantseeking
didn 't "count" in assessing their professorial activities.
3. OSP should develop a Scholarly Interest Profile (SIP) for each potential faculty
grantseeker. The SIP should include basic demographic information (name, email
address, phone number, highest degree, year obtained) and scholarly interests (key word
that could be used to identify grant opportunities of priority importance). The SIP can be
used by OSP personnel , including trained student helpers, to better match grant
opportunities with faculty expertise. The quality of the match between grant opportunity
and faculty interests is an absolutely critical dimension of the process to stimulate
increased extramural funding.
4. Most people interviewed agreed that relationships between OSP and Finance were fuzzy.
While all had high praises for the specific people currently in those positions, faculty and
administrators seemed unclear where the locus of responsibility existed for a range of
grant-related matters. Many thought the pre- vs. post-award distinction was artificial and
represented an attempt to dichotomize a continuous variable. As a result, both offices
should re-examine their division of labor, with the benefit of input from active and
experienced grantseekers.

[fil]
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Background

I

As a part of its ongoing effort to evaluate internal grant systems and procedures, the University
1
of Nebraska - Kearney asked Miner and Associates, Inc. (MAI) to conduct an independent,
one-day review and recommend ways to strengthen the grant infrastructure at UNK. To fulfill its
commitment, MAI reviewed background materials provided by John Falconer, Director of
Sponsored Programs, including annual and quarterly reports. Additionally, MAI interviewed 12
professionals during its one-day review on June 6, 2002. The names of informants are indicated
in Appendix A.
Four main variables influence the level of extramural funding at UNK.
1. Hiring Practices
2. Administrative Commitment in Dollars
3. Enforced Reward System
4. Efficiency of OSP
Each variable is discussed below as regards major findings and recommendations

Hiring Practices
The hiring practices used today will influence the level of extramural funding three or more
years later.

Findings
As MAI understands the situation, hiring practices are primarily handled at the departmental or
dean ' s level. Brief discussions with Mr. Falconer suggested that job vacancy announcements do
include expectations of scholarly productivity and grantseeking, when appropriate, as determined
by the Dean.

Recommendations
1. OSP could develop sample language to be included in future job vacancy announcements
regarding the expectation of scholarly productivity.
2. The Chancellor could issue a memo urging the inclusion of scholarly productivity
language in future job vacancy announcements.
3. Key administrators conducting job interviews should, among other things, probe for past
records and future potential relative to scholarly productivity.

1

Miner and Associates, lnc. is a nationally known organization with 35 years of experience in training successful
grantseekers and evaluating grantseeking programs.
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4. Once interview s are completed, candidate evaluation forms should seek interview er
feedback on scholarly productivity.

Administrative Commitment in Dollars
Money can be a powerful facu lty motivator to engage in grantseeking.

Findings
UNK has internal mechanis ms in place to provide seed funding for faculty projects, principally
so they can acquire pilot data for extramural funding. Funding comes from both Research
Services Council peer review and OSP discretionary funding [OSP seed funding is used for
travel and stipends, but not for research projects at this point]. After paying an overhead fee of
$20,000, remaining indirect costs are split equally for each grant between academic deans and
OSP.
At present, OSP records suggest that approxim ately 16% of the UNK are involved in
grantseeking, either by submitting proposals within the past year or administering active grants.
As a benchmar k, comparab le universities find 20-30% of their faculties engaged in
grantsman ship . Further, one finds departments with graduate programs to be among the more
active grantseek ing units. It is not clear that the five master's granting units are also the most
active grantseek ing units.
Further, it appears that little academic year salary is included in external grants; as a
consequen ce, few salary savings dollars are available to support further research activities.
Finally, few patents are applied for, meaning that royalty income is not a part of the revenue
stream at UNK; further, given its institutional mission, this is not likely to become a source of
significan t future funding.

Recommendations

I
I
I

I. Initiate budget building efforts to increase internal support for faculty seed projects;
practically speaking, one never has enough money .
2. Continue the preferenc e for seeking extramural support subsequen t to receiving internal
funding .
3. Establish a mechanis m to evaluate the return on investment for internal support. Many
institutions report receiving an eight-dollar ($8) return for each one dollar ($1) of internal
funding provided.
4. Develop a written policy clarifying what deans can do with their indirect cost funds.
Some said they use it to support additional research activities, often returning a
significant proportion to the faculty and/or departme nt generatin g such revenue. Other
deans suggested they used it essentially on a discretionary basis to cover internal budget
shortfalls, only occasionally using it for research stimulation purposes.
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5. The academic deans should encourage more faculty to include academic year salary in
their proposals. This would have two major revenue benefits. First, it would increase
indirect cost recovery; recall that indirect costs at UNK are calculated on the basis of
salaries and wages and fringe benefits, not on total direct costs. Second, a faculty "course
buyout" policy would generate some salary savings because temporary replacements
could be hired for less money than provided by grant funds, thereby resulting in some
salary savings. The policy implications of this recommendation are addressed below.

Enforced Reward System
Despite occasional faculty claims to the contrary, nonfinancial rewards and recognitions often
play a crucial role in motivating faculty to engage in grantseeking activities.
An Overview of Findings

The faculty interviewed did not have a clear or consistent view of the role of grantseeking in
either annual evaluations or promotion and tenure deliberations. The academic deans, on the
other hand, seemed to have a clear vision, one that varied between colleges. Nevertheless there is
a gap between faculty and dean perceptions regarding the extent to which grantseeking "counts"
in promotion and tenure deliberations, or annual evaluations. This gap is substantial, so much
so, in fact, that separate report sections below address the role of grantseeking in annual
performance reviews and the tenure and promotion process.
The faculty and deans expressed varying opinions concerning the desirability of providing
released time or "course buyouts" as a result of successful grantseeking. Some felt that given the
traditional mission and history of UNK as a teacher training institution, anything less than fulltime professional educators in the classroom would shortchange student learning. Further, some
faculty specializations are so unique that one could not reasonably expect to find competent
replacements in the area.
In contrast, others suggested that as a part of the transition from a "college" to a full-fledged
"university," an increased emphasis on faculty scholarship was obligatory. These individuals saw
the lack of clear "buyout" policies as a barrier to future grantseeking.
To help raise the institutional profile of UNK as a "university," OSP is proactively publicizing
campus research accomplishments, both through internal newsletters and emails, and externally,
through press releases to print and electronic media. Among other things, these activities provide
important recognition for faculty grantseeking efforts.
Role of Grantseeking in Annual Performance Reviews at University Level

An examination of the Faculty Handbook, Section IV of the Fall 1999 edition reveals the
following relative to the role of grantseeking in the annual review of faculty performance. The
reviews are required to consider "relevant information from all sources, including ... peer
judgments." Each department is required to have a written set of guidelines for annual reviews
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that focus on teaching, scholarship, and service. The examples of criteria for use of peer
judgments in annual reviews focus primarily on student and classroom-related activities. Section
IV (J) directs the department chair to review scholarship materials provided by the faculty.
Overall, the University level annual performance review guidelines support the faculty
perception that scholarly activity plays a nominal role in yearly evaluations. Words like
"grantseeking" or "publications" did not appear in Section IV. Indirectly, one can make the case
that grantseeking or scholarly publications in refereed journals represent a rigorous form of peer
review, but the UNK guidelines make no explicit statement in that regard.
Further, the current guidelines instruct faculty to provide their department chairs with pertinent
materials relative to scholarship. Although the department chairs are further instructed to review
those materials, no Handbook guidance is offered relative to the value judgment or "weight" to
be given to those scholarly materials.
The bottom line University-level message to faculty: on the basis of the existing guidelines,
grantseeking is an incidental-to-insignificant factor in annual performance reviews.

Role of Grantseeking in Tenure and Promotion
An examination of the Faculty Handbook, Section VI of the Fall 1999 edition reveals the
following relative to the role of grantseeking in the criteria for ten ure and promotion. More
precisely, Section VI (C) says as follows:
Scholarship, which includes the advancement, the integration, the application and the
representation of knowledge inherent in effective teaching. Scholarship in this enlarged
view, results in publications of many types (and their performance equivalents) and is an
expectation of all faculty . However, such publications (and artic performance
equivalents) may be associated with teaching and/or service .. . Research leading to the
advancement of knowledge resulting in publication in refereed academic journals (or its
performance equivalent) may be an expectation of faculty in particular assignments.
In the judgment of MAI, the statement of scholarship expectations is stronger in the criteria for
tenure and promotion than in annual faculty evaluations. The reference to publishing in refereed
academic journals is crucial, but flexibly stated to allow for equivalency norms for fine arts
faculty. From the stated criteria, publications dealing with research, teaching, or service appear
to carry equal weight. No mention is made of grantseeking as a means of institutional reputation
building, fundraising, and faculty and student recruitment.
Section IX, does contain several references to grantseeking in the preparation of the Tenure and
Promotion Portfolio, including the following statements to be provided by the faculty relative to
teaching, research, and service, respectively.
E.5.h. Evidence of grant activities in support of teaching
E.6.h. Evidence of scholarly grant acti vities
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E.7.k. Evidence of grant activities in support of service
Curiously, while the Faculty Handbook briefly asks faculty to provide information about
grantseeking activities regarding teaching, research, and service, no comparable mention directs
evaluators to consider such activities - or their weight -- in tenure and promotion reviews.
Bottom line: one is left with the impression that research and grantseeking plays a very
secondary consideration in the tenure and promotion process.

Role of Grantseeking at College and Department Levels
Appendix B contains a brief synopsis of evaluation, tenure, and promotion guidelines at the
departmental and college levels. Collectively, the documents vary widely; that is, some place
notable emphasis on research and grantseeking while others barely mention this form of peer
review. All college and departmental documents embraced the University guidelines, as would
be expected. In reviewing these documents, one noticed a considerable amount of overlap in
format and content. As UNK strengthens its scholarly profile, future revisions of these
documents should embellish on the acceptability of grantseeking as a form of scholarly activity .
OSP might volunteer its services in drafting new language when academic units update their
guidelines.

Recommendations

I. The Dean's Council should devote a special meeting to discussing the role of
grantseeking in annual evaluations and promotion and tenure deliberations. Among some
key discussion questions: Does your teaching load policy allow for sufficient flexibility
to accommodate differences among faculty? To what extent does applying
unsuccessfully count? Are training and equipment grants recognized with the same
"weight" as research grants? While UNK will always place top priority on teaching, can
the role of research and grantseeking be strengthened to a more prominent secondary
position? Can the role of grantseeking be strengthened by engaging undergraduates in
the research process, a popular campus topic that is not addressed in the Faculty
Handbook. The current NSF REU activity of Jim Scott should be reinforced and
rewarded.
2. OSP should conduct a training session for deans and chairs on ways to stimulate research
and grantseeking, including such topics as role in promotion and tenure, sources of
internal seed support, opportunities for interdisciplinary collaboration, formation of
departmental proposal review committees, relationships with Nebraska Foundation; and
identification and support of " rising stars."
3. OSP should conduct a training session for appropriate departmental support staff on
grantseeking, including such topics as common narrative and budget forms, basic
approaches to searching Web sites, services available at OSP, and the internal proposal
registration process - and timeline.
4. OSP should continue it significant use of internal and external pub! icity mechanism. If
not already being done, OSP should consider drafting letters acknowledging proposal

I

applications (signed by the Vice Chancellor) and grant awards (signed by the
Chancellor).

Efficiency of OSP
OSP is doing many things very well. If the growth in services and grant volume is to increase,
more personnel will be needed. The authorization of an Assistant Director position is a step in
the right direction .

1. Gathering Grant Information
Findings

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

To gather information about grant-related opportunities, OSP is relying primarily on IRIS.
Student workers and support staff occasionally search for opportunities as well. This activity
consumes a small percentage of the OSP Director' s time. Nominal use is made of other grant
information sources.
When queried, faculty reactions to IRIS varied. Some, but not all, faculty knew of its existence.
Few had used it. Most faculty users felt it "cumbersome," "cludgy," or "awkward" to use. None
seemed to think it was extremely valuable, although they did acknowledge with appreciation the
work of OSP in sending out grant opportunity notices. Most of the active grantseekers already
had their own information gathering networks, e.g. , professional association listservers, informal
emails from colleagues, networking at society meetings.
Most of the grantseeking concentrated on governmental funding sources, either at the state or
federal level. Little if any active grantseeking concentrated on foundation or corporate sources.
Indeed, the faculty and deans were strong and unanimous in their opinion that there were
significant barriers to pursuing private funding sources. It would not be a gross exaggeration to
state that UNK faculty and administrators saw the Nebraska Foundation to be disinterested in
Kearney-related academic issues; rather the Foundation focused principally on Lincoln and
Omaha to the [th is is indeed the perception, but " intentional" might undermine bridgebuilding]
exclusion of Kearney.
To gain a better perspective on the sources from which grant funds flow into UNK, the College
FY2002 Grant Awards were reviewed. A wards were classified as coming from the federal
government, state government, or private sources. The following chart shows the percentage
distribution of funds from those three sources.

1I
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Source of UNK Grants: FY02

2%
□ Federal

■ State
□ Private

In essence, UNK extramural funding is heavily dependent (97.6%) on government grants from
federal and state sources. In contrast, as a general rule of thumb, most academic institutions
actively pursuing grants received their funding as follows: 66% governmental, 17% private
foundations, and 17% corporations.

Recommendations

I

I. There is need to diversify sources of funding at UNK. In particular, new linkages with
the Nebraska Foundation need to be forged in a manner that can overcome "turf' battles
and help all recognize that ( 1) for some foundations, multiple proposals can be submitted
from the University of Nebraska System without being in direct competition; (2) private
funding of research proposals can open the door to the solicitation of unrestricted grants
and gifts; a benefit both to OSP and Foundation officials; and (3) both the Foundation
and OSP can "recycle" proposals initially submitted by the other group, thereby
maximizing the " mileage" inherent in the intellectual property resident in those
proposals.
2. Rather than forwarding the whole IRIS announcement or a one-sentence email "click
here for a grant opportunity on XXX", OSP should develop a model message format that
includes sponsor, purpose, funding amount, page requirements, due dates, and contact
information. The format should be skimmable by faculty in less than one computer
screen. Some faculty commented that the entire IRIS announcement was too detailed and
too dense to read.
3. OSP should ask IRIS to provide it infonnation on the monthly number of " hits" received
from UNK. Heavy usage would justify continued support. Low usage might suggest the
need to explore other databases, e.g., SPfN or GrantSelect.
4. Future OSP faculty training sessions should include training in the Catalog of Federal
Domestic Assistance (because it is more readable and user friendly than IRIS) and the
Federal Register (because it will be more current than IRIS).

2. Disseminating Information
OSP grant information should be disseminated to faculty in a timely manner for all appropriate
personnel.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Findings
UNK faculty and administrators seemed quite content with the information dissemination to
them. No complaints of late notice information were received. OSP carries the burden of
matching grant opportunities with faculty expertise. The databank for creating matches is
resident in the head of the OSP Director. As faculty grantseeking interests grow, matching will
take on increasing difficulty. Some veteran faculty members suggested to MAI that a database
of faculty interests existed once, although it no longer exists.

Recommendations
1. OSP should consider developing a Scholarly Interest Profile for faculty members. It
would include not only basic demographic information, but also, key words on topics of
special interest that would appear in grant opportunity announcements. As OSP attempts
to broaden its base of "new" grantseekers, it will be necessary to disseminate more grant
announcements to more faculty with a broader range of interests. Scholarly Interest
Profiles would simplify this task and increase its effectiveness.
2. Information disseminated to "target" faculty should be followed up to determine the
"goodness of fit."

3. Planning Proposals
For research administrators, the proposal planning process consists of helping writers develop
proposal outlines, conduct pre-proposal contacts, propose timetables, review drafts, and edit
proposals.

Findings
In limited amounts, OSP provides a range of proposal planning services. The services are limited
because (a) many other competing time demands exist, and (b) faculty are essentially unaware
that OSP has the capability of providing such services. However, faculty do have access to the
information about OSP services, especially those participating in Faculty Development
Workshops.
OSP offers important help to the faculty in the form of arranging pre-proposal contact with
program officers. This service could be expanded to include past grant winners and past grant
reviewers as well; grantseeking is a contact sport.
OSP supplies important narrative editing services when lead-time permits. This is a valuable
service that is currently underutilized. OSP should not hesitate to offer content suggestions in
shaping faculty proposals since it has acute sensitivity to "hot buttons" and "red flags" of many
sponsors. At present, no formal mechanisms seem to exist for internal review of extramural
proposals. While some faculty indicated their colleagues would occasionally review proposal
drafts, this process has not become regularized at the departmental or college level.
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Recommendations
1. A marketing piece ought to list available OSP proposal planning services. This could be
done through a Web site page or a vest pocket handout to workshop participants or office
visitors. Care should be taken not to "over promise," but rather reflect the realities of the
office staffing.
2. Expand faculty pre-proposal contact support services to include past grant winners and
past grant reviewers.
3. As human resources permit, expand proposal editing services to faculty .
4. OSP should urge departments to establish Proposal Development and Review
Committees to offer constructive critiques prior to official submission.

4. Preparing Budgets
Budget-related issues that faculty must deal with include drafting grant budgets: direct costs,
indirect costs, agency cost-sharing, effort reporting, and drafting budget narratives.

Findings
OSP approves grant budgets prior to formal submission. The post-award budget issues are
handled in the Office of Finance, under the aegis of a part-time grant accountant, an individual
who seems professionally competent and is regarded so by the faculty and administrators. No
grant account is established without prior knowledge and approval from OSP. The grant
accountant also approves all faculty rebudgeting requests; OSP has little involvement in postaward matters.
OSP has developed an Excel calculator that helps facul ty prepare grant budgets prior to proposal
submission. MAJ encountered no instances where faculty were given help in preparing budget
narratives; presumably they are responsible for this portion of the proposal. Finance does not
give budget narrative assistance since they restrict themselves to post-award activities.
At present, Finance is not proactively involved in budget development or the monitoring of the
proprietary of grant expenditures. Roughl y, 75% of the UNK grants are handled on a cost
reimbursement basis, while 25% are fixed fee agreements. The UNK policy is for academic
deans to cover overexpenditure and other similar financial problems. As grant activity grows, the
preponderance of cost reimbursement grants increases the UNK vulnerability budget-expenseaudit problems.
As another example of audit vulnerability, no mechanisms exist to track faculty matching time
on grants; that is, only externally funded time is accounted for on A-21 reporting.
Most grants require that periodic technical and fiscal reports be filed with their sponsors .
Finance files periodic fiscal reports; the locus of responsibility for filin g technical progress
reports apparently resides with the principal investigators.

[zgJ
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While OSP and Finance each understand their role in the grants process, the faculty, as a group,
don 't share that same vision. The faculty don ' t seem to understand that OSP is responsible for
pre-award matters while Finance handles post-award details; this confusion over internal office
roles in grants management was expressed pointedly by one faculty member who said "Budget
development is the most frustrating part of grantseeking for me, even when I get the full funding
I requested."

Recommendations
I. OSP and Finance may want to revisit the pre- vs. post-award division of labor between
their two offices. Perhaps Finance should look at budgets before proposal submission.
Perhaps OSP should look at the propriety of rebudgeting requests before fund transfers
are handled by Finance. The pre- vs. post-award division of labor may represent
administrative convenience, but in reality one is dichotomizing a continuous variable. As
a result, it is important that both offices work closely together, even to the point of having
regular meetings. Collaboration on budget narratives could be one vector of interaction.
2. OSP or Finance may wish to establish "tickler files" to remind faculty when technical
progress reports are due. Grantmakers expect timely reports and institutional credibility
is strengthen when sponsors receive reports on time.
3. The issue of faculty rebudgeting deserves further attention . UNK is on a salary and wage
base for calculating indirect costs. If rebudgeting involves moving personnel dollars to
nonpersonnel items, UNK will experience a reduction in indirect costs. Faculty should be
required to provide a justification for making rebudgeting requests and OSP should have
an option to comment on such requests.
4. Faculty should be reminded about the process to be followed in requesting new account
numbers. Perhaps a little flow chart could be developed for this purpose.

5. Managing Compliance
Most grants involve compliance with various regulatory agency requirements.

Findings
From all appearances, compliance appears to be a non-issue at UNK. No faculty complaints
were voiced. Although OSP has no primary compliance responsibilities, the OSP Director is a
member of some key compliance committees. The present satisfaction, however, can lull one
into a false sense of security. Why? Federal compliance requirements are systematically
increasing. For example, current emphasis is on raising the training requirements that members
of animal care, human subjects, and radioisotope committees must have. Currently, the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) is responsible for monitoring changes in training requirements
for its members.
Another responsibility of compliance committees is to advise federal grantmaking agencies that
various protocols have been internally reviewed and approved. The mechanisms for
communicating protocol approvals to grantmakers is unclear to MAI.
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Look for increasing bureaucratic burdens in this area, which simply represents the cost of
receiving grants. As MAI understands it, the new Assistant Director position will be devoted, at
least in part, to providing compliance support.

Recommendations
I . Continue to monitor agency requirements and develop action plans in anticipation of
new regulatory agency requirements.
2. Review the mechanisms for advising grantmakers of protocol approvals.

I
I
I
I

I
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I
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I
I
I

6. Grant Monitoring
A number of grant records are required to monitor the status of grant activities.

Findings
OSP maintains a database of existing applications and awards and uses such information for a
variety of administrative management purposes. MAI did not have time to examine all of the
information parameters of this database, but presumably it includes less obvious variables like
reminders for dates of continuation proposals, and dates of interim and final fiscal and technical
reports.

Recommendations
1. Review the existing grant database to insure that it includes all relevant variables.
2. The report for tracking grant awards should be expanded to include type of sponsor. This
becomes particularly important as attempts are made to diversity the source from public
to private grant sponsors.

Concluding Comments
Many of the issues in this report center around the institutional views regarding scholarship. The
well known Carnegie Foundation book, Scholarship Reconsidered: Priorities of the
Professoriate (Boyer, I 990), began the call for a redefinition of scholarship went beyond the
classic interpretation as "research only." This view is reflected is some- but not all - of the
promotion and tenure documents at the departmental and college levels. One academic unit even
made reference to the work of R. Eugene Rice ( I 991) that operationally defines scholarship as
the discovery, integration, application, and transmission of knowledge.
At UNK, building its academic reputation is a key strategic issue for the next decade. Graduate
programs and faculty scholarship are primary determinants of a university ' s academic reputation.
Academic reputation is a primary factor influencing college choice. Higher education is in a time
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of consolidation and increased competition. Clearly, it is imperative to strengthen scholarly
activity and with it academic reputation at UNK. While scholarship may never become the
defining characteristic of an institution like UNK, it has great potential for becoming a much
stronger secondary characteristic to its primary teaching mission.

I

There is value in re-examining at the highest levels the traditional academic troika: teaching,
scholarship, and service - all in the context of grantseeking. To facilitate that discussion, this
report closes with three models that UNK faculty and administrators can critique and criticize
and, thereby strengthen its already solid grantseeking operation in OSP.
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Appendix A
Interviewees
Name
Audley, Barbara
Extrom, Chris
Falconer, John
Hadley, Marilyn
James, Kayla
Jurma, Bill
Luscher, Rob
Moore, Tami
Obermier, Tim
Potthoff, Dennis
Young, Bob

Academic Affiliation
Dean of Continuing Education, & Assistant Vice Chancellor for Communications
Chair of Chemistry
Director of Sponsored Programs
Dean of Education
Grants Accountant
Associate Dean of Fine Arts & Humanities
Professor of English
Family and Consumer Sciences
Assistant Professor of Telecommunications Management
Chair of Teacher Education
Associate Dean of Business and Technology

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Appendix B
Summary of College and Departmental Guidelines for
Evaluation, Promotion and Tenure
Academic Unit
College of Natural and Social Sciences

Department of Biology
Department of Chemistry
Department of Computer Science and
Information Systems

Department of Criminal Justice
Department of Geography and Earth Science
Department of History

Department of Mathematics and Statistics

Department of Physics and Physical Sciences

Department of Political Science
Department of Psychology

Comments
Document presents University guidelines and
shows their applicability to CNSS. Much of
document provides important process
information. Operational definition of
"scholarship" (page 16) includes publication,
attendance and presentation at conferences,
book reviews, scholarly essays, or ongoing
research projects. No mention of grantseeking.
External funding is recognized as a form of
rigorous peer review
No mention is made of grantseeking in its
examples of scholarship
"Scholarly activities which focus on the
improvement of teaching performance is [sic]
highly valued and should be weighed more
heavily in consideration for promotion and
tenure than classical theoretical research as
may be found at institutions with graduate
programs and assistance and appropriate reach
laboratories and teaching loads."
No mention is made of grantseeking in its
examples of scholarship
No special mention is made of scholarship
A one and three-quarter page section describes
scholarly expectations and makes specific
reference to research grants
A two and one-quarter page section describes
scholarship to include research and
grantseeking
Guidelines cite "submission or successful
application of a grant that provides for
conducting research, or education programs or
funds for capital equipment improvements."
Definitions of scholarship make no mention of
grantseeking
The departmental portfolio of scholarly activity
includes grantseeking
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Social Work Program
Department of Sociology

"Evidence of good scholarship includes funded
,,
grant proposals ...
Departmental definition of scholarship
includes grantseeking

College of Business and Technology

Grantseeking is included in the CBT definition
of scholarship and specific request is made of
details on research grants received, e.g., date,
amount, sponsor, title, and purpose.

College of Fine Arts and Humanities

The College document presents the University
guidelines along with adaptations to CFAH.
Appendix B, page 24, recognizes grantseeking
as a form of quality scholarship.

College of Education

The College document presents the University
guidelines along with adaptations to CF AH.
Appendix B, page 27, recognizes grantseeking
as a form of quality scholarship.
Section 3.1b recognizes grantseeking as a form
of scholarly activity

Department of Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation/Leisure Studies

Administrative Program Review
ofthe

Office of Sponsored Programs
University of Nebraska-Kearney
February 4-6, 2007

Prepared by:
William E. Campbell, chair
Christopher Exstrom
Derrick Burbul
Kate Heelan
Timothy Burkink
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The Administ rative Program Review Committee consists of
• William Campbell , Director of Grants & Research, University of Wisconsi n-River
Falls, chair and external reviewer.
• Christoph er Exstrom, Professor of Chemistry.
• Derrick Burbul, Assistant Professor of Art.
• Kate Heelan, Associate Professor of Exercise Science.
• Timothy Burkink, Associate Professor of Marketin g
The committe e met on the evening of February 4, 2007; all day February 5; and during the
morning of February 6. We interviewed or spoke with the following individuals:
• Dr. Wyatt Hoback, Associate Professor of Biology.
• Deb Murray, Lecturer in Business.
• Dr. Greg Brown, Assistant Professor of Exercise Science.
• Dr. Gail Zeller, Center for Academic Success.
• Mr. Martin Demoret, Political Science student.
• Mr. Mike Gruszczynski, Political Science student.
• Dr. John Falconer, Director, Office of Sponsore d Programs.
• Dr. Finnie Murray, Sr. Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Student Life.
• Dr. Ken Nikels, Assoc. Vice Chancello r for Academi c Affairs.
• Dr. Kenya Taylor, Dean of Graduate Studies and Research.
• Dr. Bruce Forster, Dean of the College of Business and Technolo gy.
• Dr. William Jurrna, Dean of the College of Fine Arts and Humanities.
• Dr. Frank Harrold, Dean of the College of Natural and Social Sciences.
• Dr. Ed Scantling, Dean of the College of Education .
• Ms. Janet Wilke, Interim Dean of the Library.
In addition, Campbell conducte d individual interviews of Diane Holcomb , Assistant Director
OSP; Kayla James, grants accountant; and OSP Director Falconer. All of the persons we
interview ed or spoke with were gracious, open, and forthcoming with information. The
committe e appreciates their cooperati on and patience.
Our report follows.
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Abstract
The comm ittee learned that University of Nebra ska-K earney 's Office
of Sponsored Progra ms
was created in 1993 to 'suppo rt and manage the development of extram
ural grants and
contra cts.' In 2002, coordination and support of UNK' s undergraduat
e research activities was
added to the office 's responsibilities.
The comm ittee finds that University of Nebra ska-K earney 's Office
of Sponsored Progra ms
(OSP) is well-organized, well-staffed, well-funded, and provides excelle
nt service to faculty ,
students, and the university. The mission of OSP needs attention.
Does the office exist to meet
the needs of faculty who have already decided to seek external fundin
g, or is part of its missio n
to actively increase the numbers of faculty seeking grants and contra
cts? We recom mend that
the university comm unity make a conscious decision about the missio
n of OSP and comm unicat e
it clearly to OSP, faculty, staff, and students.
The comm ittee makes five specific recommendations regarding the
operations of OSP itself:
1. OSP should tie its primar y unit goals to internal measures, not to
external measures such
as grant funds award ed to peer-group institutions.
2. OSP staff should increase personal contacts with deans, depart ment
chairs , and individual
faculty to inform them about grant opportunities, recruit them into specifi
c projects, and
facilitate cross-disciplinary, cross-collegiate, or cross-institution collab
orations.
3. OSP should disseminate grant information in a more focused manne
r.
4. OSP should provide more proposal-writing assistance.
5. UNK' s central administration should work with University of Nebra
ska administration
and the University of Nebra ska Foundation to help facilitate UNK submi
ssion of
propos als to private foundations.

Evaluation of the Self-Study Document
The self-study report was extrem ely thorough and, in the opinion of
the committee, reflects the
curren t state of the Office of Sponsored Programs. It includes extens
ive and parallel reports on
external funding and undergraduate research, the office 's two major
functions; strategic planni ng
docum ents for the University of Nebraska and UNK; OSP 's annual
report for 2006 and first
quarte r report for 2007; forms, contracts, and a self-assessment for
the Summ er Student Research
Program; and charts and tables depicting the office 's activities and
successes.
Unfortunately, the report lacks an itemized budget for the office, makin
g it difficult to assess the
degree s of suppo rt the office provides for different activities. This
deficiency may contribute to
a misperception around campu s that OSP uses its share of recovered
indirect costs for marketing
favors, e.g. coffee mugs and mini-flashlights. In fact, those items are
purcha sed with progra mrevenu e funds resulting from summ er proposal-writing workshops
OSP offers non-profits in the
comm unity.
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Evaluation of Mission

Mission. The OSP self-study states that
"the Mission of the Office of Sponsored
Programs is to
support faculty and staf f in the pursuit
of extramural funding." This mission is
app
ropriate to the
office and captures what it, in fact , doe
s.
However, the committee is unclear abo
ut the scope of 'support' in OSP 's mission
statement. If
support means helping interested faculty
locate funding sources, draft proposals,
create budgets ,
comply with research policies, and sub
mit proposals, then that mission is bein
g met extremely
well. As noted below, faculty and othe
r administrators report that OSP is always
helpful in all of
those areas.
But if 'sup por t' means helping UNK incr
ease the number of proposals submitted
and grants
received, then the picture is murkier. The
committee heard over and ove r from facu
lty and
administrators that the institution is still
in process of transitioning from a college
to
a university.
Faculty, we were told , fall into two grou
ps: the 'old guard' who think that teaching
is their only
job , and the newer arrivals who underst
and that they are expected to be scholars
,
at
least to some
degree, as well as teachers. In truth, som
e of the old guard have been active rese
archers/scholars
as well as teachers, but it is nonetheless
clear to the committee that only a small
perc
entage of
the total faculty are active researchers/sch
olars, and an even smaller percentage are
active in
applying for and receiving grants.
OS P's self-study report recognizes the
importance of grants and external funding
to the
institution. The Strategic Planning Fram
ework adopted by the University of Neb
rask
a Board of
Regents and quoted by the report include
s two goals relevant to grants. Goal num
ber fou rresearch and scholarly acti vity -inc lud
es as its first objective "Increase external
support for
research and scholarly activity." Goal
number six -to be cost effective and acc
oun tab leincludes as a third objective "maximize
and leverage non-state support." Further
more, these
goals will form the basis of the stat e's
accountability measures, to be implemente
d in coming
years. UN K's Strategic Plan, Working
Draft # 11 says that UNK should "Help
prog
rams obtain
external support designed to enhance qua
lity and achieve distinction" (Leaming
Goal, Objective
3); and should "Provide enhanced prop
osal preparation, grant processing, and
gran
t management
support to faculty from all disciplines and
professions." (Scholarship Goal, Objecti
ve 3).
The committee finds that OSP does a won
derful job of ' helping programs obtain
external
support' for the faculty who are active
researchers/ scholars. Furthermore, OSP
prov
ides a
comprehensive array of high-quality serv
ices that could help non-active faculty
become active in
the grants world. But most non-active
faculty are little interested. If 'sup por t'
in
the OSP
mission statement means supporting acti
ve researchers/scholars as they seek exte
rnal funding,
then the office is meeting its mission wel
l. If 'sup por t' is interpreted to include
all faculty, then
the office and institution are not yet fulf
illing this mission.
Therefore, the committee makes the foll
owing recommendation: UNK should dec
ide, as an
institution, what the mission and goals
of OSP should be. If the office's mission
is to serve
interested, active faculty, then OSP is succ
eeding. If, however, the mission is to incr
ease

3
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external funding for the university, then UNK's central administration and deans must provide
more encouragement for faculty to engage in research/scholarly activity. As grants activity
increases, OSP may need additional resources to meet increased demand.
This recommendation echoes one made in the External Review of Grant Systems and Procedures
performed by Miner and Associates, Inc., in 2002:
The Dean's Council should devote a special meeting to discussing the role of
grantseeking in annual evaluations and promotion and tenure deliberations. Among some
key discussion questions: .. . While UNK will always place top priority on teaching, can
the role of research and grantseeking be strengthened to a more prominent secondary
position?
Goals. OS P's self-study report says that "The long range goal of OSP is to help UNK reach the
mid-point of our peer institutions in terms of extramural funding." During 2005-06, UNK
received slightly less than $2.5 million in external funds. That figure represents a dramatic,
almost five-fold, growth in external funds since 1998-99, when external funds received barely
exceeded $500,000.
The midpoint of peer institutions serves as a standard benchmark at UNK. The target for faculty
salaries, for instance, it to meet the midpoint of peer institutions, so there is some logic to using
the same target for external funding. But this year the midpoint of external funds received by
UNK's peer institutions is $12.5 million, a five-fold increase. The committee thinks that such a
target is (a) unrealistic, and (b) inappropriate.

In 1998-99, UNK submitted only 24 proposals for grants or contracts; during the next two years,
production surged to 90 proposals. But since that year, the number of proposals submitted per
year has declined to approximately 60. The committee believes that the arrival of a new director
both stimulated interest in writing proposals and helped satisfy that interest. As those early
proposal-writers won grants, they stopped submitting proposals, and the numbers of submitted
proposals declined somewhat-though proposal production is still three times the level of 199899. Thus a target of $12.5 million in external funds seems unrealistic, at least for the near future.
Furthermore, the midpoint of UNK's peer institutions is a moving target. By the time UNK
reaches $12.5 million, the midpoint will doubtless be significantly higher.
This target is inappropriate because it is based on experiences at other institutions. Some of
UNK's peers have been actively pursuing external funding for decades, with great success.
Engaging in research and scholarship is part of their campus culture; so is applying for grant and
contract funds to support those activities. As noted above, UNK added research and scholarship
to its mission only recently, and campus culture is still adapting to that addition. The committee
believes that internal benchmarks for OSP are a more appropriate set of measures, e.g. number of
proposals submitted per year, number of grants received, total grant funds awarded, number of
individual faculty and departments involved in writing and submitting grant proposals, number
of proposals submitted per FTE by department and college. These measures will show progress,
year to year, in levels of activity across campus. Furthermore, these measures will identify areas
of great success and areas where more support or incentives are required.
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Evaluation of Resources
UNK's organizational structure places OSP in the Office of Graduate Studies and Research,
reporting to the Dean-an appropriate reporting line. The Dean is extremely supportive of the
office and its mission and expressed great confidence in current staff and operating procedures.
The committee concurs.
OSP currently employs 2 FTE professional staff, .5 FTE clerical support, and a part-time student
worker. All are well-qualified for their positions. Their office suite is adequate to meet their
needs and well-located near key administrative offices, but lacks conference space for consulting
with faculty or workspace for assembling materials for grants proposals. Computers and other
equipment are more than adequate to meet office needs.
OSP personnel are paid by a state-supported budget. The office's operating funds are supported
by a portion of recovered indirect costs supplemented by program revenue, e.g. income from
grants workshops offered to non-profit organizations in Kearney and nearby communities each
summer. These operating funds pay for office expenses, plus institutional grant-related activities
and travel expenses for faculty and administrators to attend proposal-writing workshops or meet
with program officers at federal agencies. The committee finds OSP's resources to be adequate
to meet its various tasks.

Evaluation of Department Effectiveness
OSP is very effective in supporting interested faculty and staff as they pursue external funding.
OSP staff give workshops and organize brown-bag lunch meetings on the grants business in
general and OSP operations in particular; disseminate information on funding sources; help
faculty and staff contact and meet with program officers; plan and edit proposals; and publicize
awards. OSP Director John Falconer also writes proposals for federal earmarks and coordinates
campus lobbying activities in support of those proposals. Falconer chairs the committees that
award internal Research Services Council (RSC) and Undergraduate Research Council (URC)
grants. Faculty and staff are almost unanimous in praising these services and the staff who
provide them.
One faculty member expressed frustration with OSP's unwillingness to submit proposals to
private foundations. The committee learned that OSP must gain permission from the University
of Nebraska Foundation before submitting a proposal to any private foundations .
In 2002 , OSP Director Falconer wrote and submitted a NCUR/Lancy Foundation proposal to
create an institutional undergraduate research program. The resulting grant allowed OSP to
create the Summer Student Research Program (SSRP), a well-funded and well-coordinated
campus-wide research program for undergraduates that has been extremely successful. UNK, to
its great credit, not only continued but expanded the program after the grant expired. The
committee met with two students who were recent participants of SSRP grants ; they expressed
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deep satisfaction with both the program and its results. Both are completing interesting and
significant research projects. Both have applied to prestigious graduate schools. Both have
submitted abstracts of their research to the Council on Undergraduate Research Posters on the
Hill, a very prestigious event.
The committee finds that this program is exemplary. We are especially impressed with the
weekly seminars for participating students and their mentors, which encourage in-depth, crossdisciplinary conversations that typically do not occur in undergraduate institutions the size of
UNK.

Strengths. The committee cites five specific strengths of OSP that are worthy of commendation:
1. OSP is responsive to faculty requests. Faculty report that OSP is helpful in finding grant
sources, reviewing proposals, creating budgets, ensuring compliance with university
policies, and working with UNK's grants accountant.
2. OSP provides a wide range of workshops, brown bag meetings, and demonstrations that
help faculty develop proposal-writing skills.
3. OSP has a thorough knowledge of the grants world. Director Falconer is active in
professional associations (National Council of University Research Administrators,
Council on Undergraduate Research) and organized a regional grants conference in 2005
that has been repeated annually at other institutions. Assistant Director Diane Holcomb
is pursuing Certified Research Administrator status.
4. The RSC program, managed by OSP, provide small grants to faculty that encourage
further exploration, and in some cases larger grant proposals. The URC program provides
small research grants for students.
5. The SSRP provides wonderful experiences and research and publication credentials for
students that are extremely valuable in graduate/professional school applications. It also
helps faculty pursue their research agendas.

Recommendations. The committee makes these recommendations based upon the assumption
that UNK will make an institutional commitment to increasing the number of faculty active in
research/scholarship and grants. Absent that commitment, these recommendations are less
pressmg.
1. OSP should tie its primary unit goals to internal measures, not to external measures such
as grant funds awarded to peer-group institutions. Growth in grant funds awarded is a
legitimate measure of success, to be sure, but it should be a secondary measure and based
on previous years' awards at UNK. More appropriate primary measures of OSP ' s success
would be, for example, increases in number of proposals submitted, increases in number
of faculty submitting proposals, and increases in numbers of proposals submitted by
departments and colleges.
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2. As noted above, OSP curren
tly disseminates grant informatio
n widely and broadly.
However, given the inadequacies
of intra-campus communication,
it is far too easy for
faculty and administrators to ign
ore emails, fliers, and other ann
ouncements from OSP.
The committee recommends tha
t OSP sta ff increase personal con
tacts with deans,
department chairs, and individ
ual faculty to inform them about
grant opportunities,
recruit them into specific projec
ts, and facilitate cross-disciplina
ry, cross-collegiate, or
cross-institution collaborations.
We suggest:
• OSP sta ff meet individually
with each new faculty me mb er
in his or her office during
their first year. In these meetin
gs, OSP sta ff should describe inte
rnal grant
opportunities, summarize the ser
vices OSP will provide, demons
trate electronic
searching for grant opportunities
, and solicit the new faculty me
mb er's
research/scholarly/creative inte
rests.
• The OSP Director should me
et with each department chair eac
h summer to review the
dep art me nt's grant production
during the preceding year, set som
e departmental goals
for the following year, and ide
ntify some potential grant propos
als
the department
might be interested in pursuing.
• Th e OSP Director should me
et with each dean once per yea
r to review the col leg e's
performance, set goals, and ide
ntify potential proposal-writing
projects.
• OSP should gather groups
of faculty with common interes
ts
to
pur
sue collaborative
grant proposals .
• OSP sta ff should work with
recipients of RSC internal grants
to find external
opportunities for continued and
expanded research, and assist wit
h proposal
development in pur sui t of the ide
ntified external funds.
3. OS P should disseminate gra
nt information in a more focuse
d manner. The committee
learned that ma ny faculty know
little about grant opportunities
available to them, have
nev er joi ned any of the OSP bro
wn-bag meetings or workshops,
and have no idea how to
take advantage of the informatio
n or services OSP provides. Me
etin
g individually with
new faculty will help open cha
nnels of communication with new
comers. OSP should
also copy department chairs and
deans as they send opportunities
to individual faculty,
me et with departments to summa
rize grant opportunities in the dis
ciplines represented in
the department, and compile res
earch/scholarly interests for eac
h
fac
ulty me mb er so that
they can target opportunities to
individuals.
4. OSP should provide more pro
posal-writing assistance . Faculty
and deans_ re~ o~ that
ma ny UN K faculty have little or
no experience writing proposals
and are mtlm1dat~d by
the process. At comprehensive
universities like UNK, many fac
ulty ?av_e no exp ene nce
with grant proposals at all. If a
sta ff member could ~11 out_ fo~
s,
wn t_e mtroductory
sections about the university, hel
p with assessment/d1ss~mmat10
n ~ections, and draft
bud ets, faculty could concentrat
e on designing the proJect for wh
ich they need a grant.
s or! e faculty will take this min
imal assistance and create a full
pro
posal. Others ma y
require more help up to and inc
luding writing the complete pro
posal.
T O meet these needs, UN K mig
ht:
• Add a part- or full-time pro
.
.
posal writer to the OSP sta ff wh
o
can
w~1
te
_p1
e~es _o f
full
pro
pos
als for faculty Such a person cou
proposa ls or
ld also wn te mstitutional
·
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proposals, requests for ear
marks, and collaborative pro
posals with other institutio
or organizations.
ns
•

Ad d part-time sta ff with som
e grants responsibilities to
deans' offices in each colle
following the pattern estab
ge ,
lished in the College of Bu
sin
ess and Technology. These
individuals could assist wi
th proposal-generation for
the faculty in their college
addition, they could help OS
s. In
P identify potential proposal
-writers among college
faculty, gather teams of int
erested faculty to brainstor
m and write proposals, ass
budget and form preparation
ist in
, and facilitate the approva
l process. Alternatively, som
colleges might add some gra
e
nts responsibility to existing
Associate or Assistant
Deans.
An additional benefit of de
volving some grant responsi
bilities to deans' offices wo
be the additional attention
uld
those persons would pay to
the grants business in gene
Since they would be much
ral.
closer to the faculty in the
ir colleges, the information
pass on and the services the
they
y provide may be better rec
eived than the information
services provided by OSP.
and

5. UN K' s central adminis
tration should work with Un
iversity of Nebraska admi
and the University of Nebra
nistration
ska Foundation to help fac
ilitate UN K submission of
proposals to private found
ations. The University of
Nebraska Foundation has
interest in making sure tha
a legitimate
t different units or campuses
do not flood foundations wi
competing proposals. On
th
the other hand, current pra
ctice is somewhat stifling.
unlikely that UN K foundati
It is
on proposals would comp
ete with others from UN K
UN institutions . Indeed, som
or other
e of those proposals will be
very attractive to private fun
sources. And the grants tho
ding
se proposals yield should
be countable in the Unive
Nebraska Foundation's an
rsi
ty
of
nual tallies, a benefit to the
m.

